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Key findings

Child poverty and social exclusion in Europe – what is the problem?

Because their physical, mental, emotional and social capacities are still evolving, children are especially vulnerable to the effects of poverty and social exclusion. The impact is harmful for them at the time, and underlines their longer-term prospects and lifetime chances. It is also damaging for the future of Member States and the EU as a whole (and applicant countries as well), because of the enormous waste of human potential and the damage to social cohesion and solidarity involved. For this project, Euronet reviewed the latest comprehensive data to be published on a comparable basis, which show that:

- 21 per cent of children in the EU were living in a low-income household in 1996 (16.9 million children, in 7.9 million households). Child poverty rates ranged widely across Member States, from 25 per cent (UK) to 4 per cent for boys and 5 per cent for girls (Denmark);
- In most Member States, children are at greater risk of poverty than adults. But this is not the case in some countries (e.g. Denmark and Greece). The variation in child poverty rates across Member States shows that high levels are not an inevitable result of current global trends, or social and economic developments in the EU, but must at least in part result from different histories and differing policy choices made by different countries;
- In Central and Eastern Europe, children have been greatly affected in recent years by increases in poverty and income inequality, although in some countries they are protected in some ways by a legacy of collective provision and more equal incomes.

The main source of information about child poverty and social exclusion in the EU on a comparable basis is the European Community Household Panel survey; but the analysis is only available after a time lag. The problem of out-of-date data is therefore serious, especially when attempts are being made to evaluate current policies, and every effort should be made to overcome it.

Levers for policy change

A successful strategy to tackle poverty and social exclusion amongst children needs to act on a combination of levers for policy change, including (for example):

- Achieving social consensus on core values (for example, about children as a shared responsibility and social investment, rather than as the private property, or the sole responsibility, of their parents);
- Macro-economic policies which favour measures which benefit children;
- Policies to create an inclusive society, including child-friendly and parent-friendly measures and the promotion of gender equity;
- An agreement that redistribution over the family lifecycle, and between those with and without children, is a social priority;
Better employment opportunities, of the right kind to help parents into paid work and combine their work and family lives;

- The promotion of the type of labour market which is more successful at preventing children falling into poverty;
- Generous cash transfers (tax allowances, social security benefits etc. for families) and good public services for families with children.

Any strategy to tackle child poverty and social exclusion will be mediated by different governmental structures, including the degree of decentralisation of responsibility for relevant measures.

Poverty and social exclusion from children’s perspective

Euronet emphasises the importance of a children’s perspective on poverty and social exclusion, and children’s right to participate actively in society and in decision-making processes (as set out in Article 12 of the 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child). This can influence the way poverty and social exclusion are analysed and tackled. Looking at child poverty and social exclusion from this perspective could mean, for example, putting greater emphasis on specific issues such as:

- The sources of household income, and who receives and manages income, not just its amount – because research has shown that children’s well-being can be affected differently by what kind of income comes into the household and who is in charge of it;
- Insecurity and impermanence, and how children experience them – making it important to monitor frequent moves of housing, school etc., because these are likely to have a negative impact on children’s quality of life;
- “Equivalence scales” – the weight given to children, including those of different ages, in calculations of the living standards of different household types; the use of different equivalence scales can affect our perceptions of reality in terms of the volume of child poverty, and/or its distribution between children of different ages;
- Revising the definition and measure of social exclusion used by Eurostat, since it has not been designed with children in mind, and relies on answers to some questions which are only put to those over 16;
- Investigating children’s experiences of exclusion from the world of other children now, as well as from the world of adults in the longer term – and therefore taking seriously children’s exclusion from access to rights in the present, and not just the implications of this exclusion for themselves, or the EU, later on;
- Encouraging the development of participatory exercises involving children and young people themselves, to explore their views and priorities.

A child audit of the National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion (NAPs/incl)

The Lisbon European Council in March 2000 identified children as a target group for action against social exclusion, and children are mentioned in several objectives in the NAPs/incl framework; this is a significant step forward, and provides an excellent opportunity to put children’s rights more firmly on the EU’s political agenda. If this is to be fully exploited, Euronet’s analysis of the NAPs/incl suggests that the following points must be addressed:

- The references to children are currently scattered throughout the framework for the NAPs/incl, rather than forming part of a coherent whole – perhaps partly as a result of the lack of a legal base in the Treaties for dealing with children;
- Few Member States integrate a concern for child poverty and social exclusion throughout the NAPs/incl, or use the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child consistently as a shaping framework;
- Children are seen more often in their family context (for example, in terms of the challenges posed by developments in the labour market or family structures) than in their own right;
- Similarly, in education, children may sometimes be seen primarily as the future workforce, though access and the costs of so-called “free” education are also identified as key issues for some Member States;
- Many Member States list their general policies on the reconciliation of work and family life, but do not analyse them from the perspective of children, or of parents on low incomes;
- The discussion of family support highlights differences among Member States in how much the family is seen as providing the primary form of protection against social exclusion;
- Some Member States see children as a whole as a group that is vulnerable to poverty and social exclusion; others only pick out certain categories of children (such as disabled or ethnic minority children);
- Few Member States mention either children or their organisations being consulted in the preparation of the NAPs/incl; the promotion of participation and self-expression by people living in poverty is not systematically addressed, and the need to include children is often not acknowledged;
- Only the UK and Portugal have so far developed targets on child poverty, though their definitions of child poverty are not necessarily clear to others.

In the development of the NAPs/incl over the next few years, it is essential that children’s rights, needs and interests are recognised and prioritised.
Main Recommendations

Euronet believes that a coherent European approach to child poverty and social exclusion must be developed, in line with the framework set out in the 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. Here we summarise the main recommendations from this project for achieving this aim. (More detailed recommendations are set out in chapter 6, Conclusions and Way Forward).

Principles of approach to child poverty and social exclusion:
- Poverty and social exclusion should be re-examined through children’s eyes;
- It is essential that policy on children is not simply subsumed within family or gender policy if child poverty and social exclusion are to be tackled effectively;
- The approach to child poverty and social exclusion should use children’s rights as a framework for analysis and action, including the right to participate;
- Children should be involved in decision-making processes on issues which affect their lives, and participation exercises which involve children should make special efforts to reach out to those who are poor and excluded;
- Child poverty and social exclusion should be given high visibility at EU and Member State level, and should be treated as a political priority in practice;
- Policy on children should focus on children’s quality of life and opportunities now, as well as on the longer-term effects of poverty and social exclusion on them as adults in the future, and on society as a whole;
- The circumstances of children facing poverty and social exclusion are not homogeneous, and discrimination against specific groups of children, as well as against children as a whole, should be actively combated (in line with Article 2 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child);
- Effective responses to child poverty and social exclusion depend on comprehensive and wide-ranging strategies, including economic and social policies.

EU level: legal base
- Member States should agree the insertion of a new Article into the EU Treaties, so that the Community can contribute to the promotion and protection of the rights and needs of children within existing legal competences of the EU Treaty, whilst respecting the lead role of the Member States.

Member State level
- Member States should conduct child poverty impact analysis of social and economic policies and of budgets at central, regional and local levels;
- Member States should seek to ensure that the maximum resources available are invested in the promotion of children’s economic, social and cultural rights, in line with their commitments under Article 4 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child;
- There should be overall management and co-ordination of a strategy to tackle child poverty and social exclusion, based on cross-departmental working to agreed priorities, and with a specific unit/department having a leading role;
- Appropriate mechanisms for delivery, monitoring and evaluation of the strategy should be developed.

The Nice European Council Objectives and NAPs/incl
- An agenda on child poverty and social exclusion is gradually emerging at EU level—but the objectives agreed at Nice need further development to reflect children’s interests systematically throughout the framework for the National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion (NAPs/incl);
- The European Commission should give further guidance to Member States about how to incorporate a children’s perspective as the National Action Plans are developed in future; Member States themselves should ensure that they make children visible and mainstream child poverty and social exclusion throughout;
- Children living in poverty/social exclusion and the organisations representing their interests should be involved in monitoring, evaluating and developing the National Action Plans.

Indicators
- Indicators of poverty and social exclusion should be developed further at EU and Member State level, to focus more clearly on the position of children, and children should be prioritised more clearly in the common indicators to be used to monitor progress of the NAPs/incl.

Targets for tackling child poverty and social exclusion
- All Member States should, on the basis of clear indicators, adopt targets for the elimination of child poverty in the next National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion;
- A short-term target is for all Member States to aim to match the performance of the average of the best three in relation to child poverty;
- Consideration should be given to setting an EU-wide target for the elimination/reduction of child poverty.

Minimum standards
- In developing the National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion, Member States should move towards the achievement of minimum standards for social provision, to tackle child poverty and social exclusion more effectively.
Chapter 2.

Introduction:
Child Poverty and Social Exclusion
Problems and Perspectives

Context

Child poverty in the EU has increased significantly overall during the past twenty years or more. Although the position varies between Member States, across the EU as a whole one in five children aged 0-18 live in a low-income household, according to the latest official figures. Younger children face a higher risk of relative poverty than any other population group – twice that of adults in the 25-49 age range, according to the latest figures.²

The above statistics say nothing, however, about children’s actual experiences of poverty and social exclusion – nor do they reveal children’s perspectives on these issues. Children may be going hungry (or their parents may be doing so, in order to feed them); children may be inadequately clothed, or live in overcrowded and/or temporary accommodation in run-down areas; and children may be missing out on toys, books, school trips and holidays because their parents cannot afford them.

For some children – those living in workless or lone parent households, leaving school early, living in disadvantaged areas, coping with disabilities or poor health, or coming from ethnic minority or migrant backgrounds – the risks of suffering poverty and social exclusion are particularly severe. For example, across the EU 40 per cent of lone parents with at least one child live in poverty, four times more than for households in which there are two adults and one child. The poverty rate of children in workless households is over 60 per cent.³

New risks are also emerging:

- Labour market changes may raise growth and present new job opportunities. However, they may also result in parents facing increasingly insecure, temporary and low-paid employment – with an obvious negative impact on their children;
- Similarly, benefits may arise from the transition to a knowledge society; but some children in disadvantaged groups risk falling further behind their peers as they have limited or no access to new technology;
- Demographic change is also significant; with more people living longer and birth rates falling, a shift which could lead to resources being transferred away from children and children’s services;

…”if you’re poor when you’re a child, you don’t expect to be rich when you grow up”.

(Child quoted in C. Willow, “Bread is free”: children and young people talk about poverty, Children’s Rights Alliance for England/Save the Children, 2003.)
Adding social exclusion to our analysis of the situation of children allows us to put more emphasis on (lack of) ability to participate, (lack of) respect from others, and discrimination.

Central to the experiences of children facing poverty and social exclusion is a sense of stigma and shame. Children tend to describe their feelings at being set apart from others as “sad”, “unhappy”, “embarrassed” or “ashamed”. Such feelings can be reinforced in a range of direct and indirect ways. By subtle dress codes, fostered by advertisers, which mark out children unable to wear fashionable items. By parents, who may, in many cases for understandable reasons, have low aspirations for their children, or may even be tempted to blame their poverty on their children. By schools, who may pay less attention to children who are seen as less deserving or less likely to achieve. By whole communities, which may marginalise poor neighbourhoods and ascribe “bad” reputations to them.

Poverty and social exclusion in the EU: the need to focus on children

Because their physical, mental, emotional and social capacities are still evolving, children are especially vulnerable to the effects of poverty and social exclusion. Research increasingly shows that child poverty and social exclusion are associated with negative outcomes for children, including child mortality, low birth weight, accidents, teenage pregnancy, bad housing conditions and educational underachievement.

The fact that several central and eastern European (CEEC) countries will shortly accede to the EU means that this argument extends to children in applicant countries as well. There is clearly a significant challenge to the EU in helping to combat high levels of child poverty and social exclusion in these countries, although on several indicators of child well-being there are CEEC countries which compare well with EU members.
For these reasons, it is essential that the EU and Member States should develop positive strategies to tackle poverty and to ensure that the rights of all children—not only civil and political, but also economic, social and cultural—are adequately addressed. In part, this means focusing on the needs of tomorrow’s generations; but it also means paying greater attention to children’s needs as active citizens today.

A key challenge here is to ensure that children’s experiences are not rendered invisible by a focus purely on the needs of parents or families. Approaching children through this latter lens can result in key issues being overlooked. Research may fail to disaggregate the position of children and ignore the impact of certain policies on them. The rights of children who live separately from their parents (e.g. those who are homeless, or asylum-seekers or refugees, or living in institutions) may be sidelined. And although in the majority of cases children’s interests are similar or identical to those of their families, there are occasions (such as separation and divorce, or child protection) when interests may conflict.

Despite the importance of children’s actual and potential contributions to the future well-being of the EU, so far children’s rights—and in particular those of children facing poverty and social exclusion—have largely been ignored by the EU’s institutions. To some extent, it is possible to discern an emerging emphasis on children within the development of EU strategy to combat poverty and social exclusion. The Lisbon European Council in March 2000 recommended, among other things, that priority actions should be developed by Member States for children (and other vulnerable groups). And the objectives agreed at the Nice European Council in December 2000, for example, explicitly refer to the importance of tackling social exclusion among children (see also chapter 5 below). However, this nascent framework must be developed significantly if a greater degree of coherence across Europe is to be ensured in the fight to combat child poverty and social exclusion.

Some may argue that the only coherent European response to child poverty and social exclusion is to begin by assessing these issues according to a common European standard rather than using national poverty lines; that there should be uniform policies in this area; and that these should be set centrally by the EU. The growing convergence of macro-economic policy between Member States symbolised by the introduction of the euro is likely over time to add to the pressure to develop unified responses of this kind; indeed, this has already happened in some other policy areas. However, we also recognise that the current position is one where Member States have primary responsibility for defining the policies on poverty and social exclusion which are appropriate to their national circumstances. Our recommendations are therefore framed in accordance with the present reality—which encourages an “open method of co-ordination” on strategies to tackle poverty and social exclusion—rather than with future possibilities.

Euronet’s approach: child rights and child poverty

The 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child enshrines in international law children’s rights to protection, provision and participation. Given that the Convention has been ratified by all EU governments, it provides an extremely useful and dynamic tool for promoting and protecting children’s rights, both for local and central government and for groups and individuals working with and for children at all levels.

In relation to child poverty and social exclusion, Clause 1 of Article 27 in particular asserts that:

“States Parties (to the Convention) recognize the right of every child to a standard of living adequate for the child’s physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development”.

This wording makes clear that poverty should not just be considered as an absolute concept, measuring minimum standards based on biological needs for food, water and shelter, but must take account of the wider needs of the child relative to standards which are considered acceptable within that society.

Clause 2 of the same Article goes on to underline the primary responsibility of parents and/or other carers to provide an adequate standard of living. Clause 3 outlines the State’s duty to assist them to implement this right, and is reinforced by Article 4 which states that governments must invest “the maximum resources available” for the promotion of children’s and young people’s economic, social and cultural rights.

A range of other Articles are also highly relevant. These include:

- General Articles which set out principles which must apply universally to all children (such as Articles 2 [the non-discrimination principle], 3 [primary consideration to the “best interests” of the child] and 6 [the right to life]); and
- Specific Articles in relation to particular areas of policy, including disability, health care, social security, education, play, cultural activity, and humanitarian assistance (see Appendix II for further details).

“...The European Meeting of Children’s ministers 2001 reaffirms the merits of efforts to eradicate poverty, ... to reduce economic disparities, and to get up social and economic policies to meet the needs of children and families.”

(Conclusions, European Meeting of Children’s Ministers, 9 November 2001.)
Euronet’s approach:  
the importance of child participation

The trend of encouraging child participation has been emerging since the adoption of the Convention, and is reflected most clearly in Article 12. This sets out that:

- All children are capable of expressing views;
- Children should have opportunities to express their views and should be heard in all matters affecting them;
- Children’s views should be taken seriously, in accordance with their age and maturity.

These principles do not give children the right to control decision-making, or to override the rights of adults. However, they do imply that greater efforts must be made to ensure effective collaboration between adults and children, so that children can be heard and appropriate strategies for incorporating their views can be developed.

It is essential that particular attention is devoted to involving children who face poverty and social exclusion in such processes – failing to give them a voice is in itself a form of exclusion. Whilst there are barriers which all children have to overcome in order to participate in society, these difficulties are made worse for the most marginalised groups of children (and especially those in the younger age groups). They often feel stigmatised and discriminated against, and are often disengaged from, or neglected by, formal and informal approaches to consultation. Yet children who are poor or socially excluded (including, for example, homeless children, travellers, asylum seekers and refugees) have views and experiences to draw upon which will not be voiced by children from less disadvantaged backgrounds.

Involving children in decision-making, both within the home and beyond, is part of building a cohesive and inclusive society. Many of the complex problems facing governments and other public authorities cannot be adequately tackled without involving children in finding solutions, and incorporating their needs and rights into policymaking. There are many examples across Europe (and beyond) of children contributing to policies across a range of areas, including education and vocational training, the environment and urban regeneration, transport policy and, crucially, poverty and social exclusion.

There are a lot of people out there who want to have a say, but either they don’t know enough about how to go about it or they do have a say but are ignored so they won’t speak again.”

(Written by COFRADE and SLEA.
July 2000.)

Worthwhile though many of these initiatives are, as yet it appears that few have addressed the challenging task of engaging with poor children whose experiences and perceptions may be very different from the mainstream. This report seeks to contribute to redressing this balance.

Background to this report

In its 1999 report A Children’s Policy for 21st Century Europe, Euronet has previously highlighted significant general weaknesses in the EU’s approach to children. 

For example:

- The political priority accorded to children is low across the vast majority of policy issues;
- There are restricted opportunities for child participation;
- Limited EU action has been taken, and only in specific policy areas;
- Overall policy direction and co-ordination are lacking; and
- There is a lack of information on the specific needs of children.

Underlying all the above, the report identified that the legal bases in the EU Treaties for action in relation to children are relatively limited. The sole specific reference to children is provided by Article 29 of the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty; but this only covers offences against children. The report concluded with a range of recommendations for the development of legislation and policy at EU level, including in particular the need to build upon existing legal bases for children and insert a new legal base at the next Intergovernmental Conference to promote and protect the rights of children.

The current report extends this analysis in relation to child poverty and social exclusion, believing that an approach which emphasises children’s rights and the importance of seeing poverty and social exclusion through children’s eyes can bring fresh insights to the developing debate at EU and Member State levels. We focus specifically on the rights of younger children, believing that the EU has paid insufficient attention to their needs, as they are outside the labour market and so have not been included in the predominant “citizen as worker” focus of the Community.

Building on the objectives to combat poverty and social exclusion set out at the Nice European Council in December 2000, the aims of this report were:

- To assess the impact of poverty and social exclusion on children in Europe;
- To examine Member States’ good policy and practice in these areas;
- To review the extent to which Member States and the EU have developed and met targets in relation to child poverty and social exclusion; and
- To formulate EU level and Member State level policy recommendations and identify European targets on poverty and social exclusion of children.

The report draws upon the broader framework of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. In line with Article 12 of the Convention in particular, the report places a strong emphasis on the need to ensure that children and young people’s views on combating child poverty and social exclusion are fully represented.
Structure of the report
The remainder of the report is structured as follows:

- Chapter 3. examines the impact of poverty and social exclusion on children in the EU (based on a literature review, available statistics etc.), and then analyses the levers of policy change which can affect child poverty and social exclusion and the broad direction of Member States’ current policies;
- Chapter 4. explores how our perspective would change if we looked at poverty and social exclusion through children’s eyes;
- Chapter 5. looks at the recent history of the EU’s approach to child poverty and social exclusion, and presents a “child audit” of the National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion (NAPs/incl); and
- Chapter 6. suggests ways forward towards a coherent European approach to child poverty and social exclusion and makes recommendations for action at EU and Member State level.

Introduction
This chapter first analyses the existing EU-wide data on child poverty and social exclusion, including the number of children facing poverty, the particular groups of children for whom the risks are greatest, and the length of time children are in poverty. It then compares child poverty rates between Member States, highlights key aspects of social exclusion at this level, and identifies commercialisation as a growing pressure on parents and their children. This section concludes by setting out key aspects of child poverty and social exclusion in EU enlargement countries.

The remainder of the chapter explores the available levers for policy change in tackling child poverty and social exclusion – including policies related to incomes and more comprehensive strategies, covering a much wider range of measures – and then examines key aspects of Member States’ policies in some of these areas.

Child poverty across the EU as a whole
What data are available?
We still do not have comprehensive, up-to-date figures on the number of children living in households on low incomes in the EU, despite improvements in international data in recent years. So Member States have drawn up National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion (see chapter 5) to attack a problem without up-to-date comparative information – though each of them will have access to more recent national data than this.

The major sources of comparisons of child poverty (usually measured in terms of relative income) across EU Member States, or between industrialised countries, are:

- The “Luxembourg Income Study”, based on national household income surveys, and now covering more than 25 countries;
- The OECD’s project on income inequalities in 17 OECD countries (mid 1980s to mid 1990s);

“[All governments should] commit themselves to the elimination of child poverty in their countries because... it is the fundamental task of any democracy to provide an equal opportunity from birth to every child born under its wings... Especially in the affluent economies of the industrialised world, there are no valid excuses to prevent governments from having a low child poverty rate... It is not a matter of budget, rather a matter of priority that faces these [industrialised] nations.”

• A study of national panel surveys in 7 industrialised countries, focusing on child poverty; and in particular
• From the mid 1990s, the European Community Household Panel Survey. Several of these (which we draw on in this report) cover more countries than just the Member States of the EU. The ECHP, however, is EU-specific, and also includes some information on non-monetary measures of deprivation; it is therefore often used as a major data source - despite the fact that the latest comprehensive figures available to the public at the time of writing are for 1996, and that until now it has only covered 13 out of the 15 Member States in the EU.

What do the figures show?
Nearly 1 in 4 of the EU population is aged under 18; and on average, about 1 in 3 households in the EU contains a child or children aged 0 to 18. In 1996, 21 per cent of dependent children under 18 in the EU were living in a low-income household - that is 16.9 million children, in 7.9 million households (across 13 Member States). Children in the EU have a higher risk of living in poverty compared to adults - 21 per cent, compared to 16 per cent of adults who were defined as poor at the same date. (There are of course many poor adults living in households containing children.)

Which children are more likely to be poor?
Looking at this total in more detail:
• Almost 1 in 3 children in poverty lived in a workless household; and
• Almost 1 in 4 children in poverty lived in a lone parent household.
Or, to look at some of the figures in another way:
• 46 per cent of children in lone parent households, and
• Some 25 per cent of all children in large families (couples with 3 or more children)
lived in poverty. This varied significantly between Member States, however, and in some countries large families were more likely to be poor than lone parent families.

However, as one study notes, to list the characteristics of poor households containing children is not the same as defining the causes of children’s poverty. Some countries are better than others at breaking the connection between living in certain employment or family situations and having a high risk of living in poverty. Policy decisions could ensure, for example, that benefit levels for unemployed people are high enough to escape poverty.

How long does poverty last for children?
Many of the figures we see on poverty are “snapshots”, taken at one point in time; we often have no way of knowing whether the next snapshot shows the same people or not. But longitudinal studies, which look at the same group of people over time, are now increasing. The European Community Household Panel (ECHP) survey is a panel of people interviewed on an annual basis. It shows that children are more likely to be persistently poor: in 1996, 7 per cent of people in the EU had been living in a low-income household for at least 3 consecutive years, but 9 per cent of children had done so. This means a significant proportion of their childhood is overshadowed by poverty.

As one recent study points out, if we are concerned about unequal shares, the concentration of poverty amongst a smaller group of children, which these figures show, must be particularly worrying. The authors also found that children experiencing poverty at some time might often be living on the margins of poverty at other times; in other words, even if sometimes they were not living in poverty, these children were precariously close to doing so, and would still be suffering some degree of disadvantage.

Should we compare children in poverty only with other children?
One recent study notes that the average standard of living of families with children is lower than that of the general population, and puts forward the idea of measuring child poverty in relation to the living standards of other families with children, rather than in relation to the average income of the whole population in a country, as is currently done.

Another study suggests that if we are interested in children’s own views of social exclusion, we could look only at experiences among children as a group, rather than across the whole population.

However, children do not relate solely to other children or other families with children, but also need, and want, to participate in the wider society.

Euronet would support the idea of trying to discover children’s own definitions and views of poverty and social exclusion, and of focusing on their experiences in relation to other children. But we must not be prepared to allow the relatively disadvantaged position of families with children in society overall to lead to the adoption of a lower standard by which to judge children’s poverty compared with that of any other groups.

Is low income the only problem?
As Professor David Piachaud has argued:

“What is of concern for the quality of children’s lives and opportunities is not low family incomes in themselves, but their consequences - for nutrition, stress, lack of stimulating childhood experiences, exclusion from normal social activities. All these are linked to child poverty.”

(David Piachaud, “Child poverty, opportunities and quality of life”, The Political Quarterly: Vol. 72, no. 4, October-December 2001.)

A recent study examined the relative importance of income compared to other factors in determining children’s experiences. It argued that poverty of opportunity and expectation are increasingly recognised as forces to be reckoned with in their own right; raising family income may therefore not be enough on its own. However, it may be easier for governments to affect income than other factors in the short term; and providing higher income may help to raise parents’ expectations too.

Another recent study notes that some behavioural problems causing particular concern in many countries (including smoking, alcohol/drug use etc. among children and young people) do not always have such a close relationship with poverty - but they are often concentrated in disadvantaged areas.
These studies remind us that the relationship between income and other aspects of poverty and social exclusion is a complex one, and that multi-faceted policies are required to tackle them. The consensus from the studies seems to be that income does matter, but that policies must also go wider, to tackle the consequences of low income and other factors affecting children’s opportunities and quality of life.

Social exclusion amongst children across the EU as a whole

What is social exclusion?

The concept of social exclusion seems to have become more important in the EU over recent years, as the process and dynamics of poverty have increasingly become a focus of attention. Poverty itself is also increasingly described as multi-dimensional, however.

The definition used in Eurostat documents forms the basis for the comparable statistics available on an EU-wide basis:

“Social exclusion is analysed as the link between low income, activity status and a number of indicators which relate to means, perceptions and satisfaction of the groups under study with respect to their standard of living and quality of life. In this way, social exclusion is understood to be a multi-dimensional phenomenon covering different aspects of life in EU societies.”


Eurostat therefore uses a framework which links

- Socio-demographic characteristics;
- Income level;
- Activity status; and
- Indicators of means (main income source, educational attainment, housing tenure, car ownership), perceptions (ability to make ends meet, and to pay for a week’s holiday away) and satisfaction (with paid work or other main activity).

Eurostat is also able to investigate how many people suffer multiple disadvantage, in more than one of these dimensions.

In a recent report, the European Commission seems to extend this rather limited definition:

“Throughout this report, the terms poverty and social exclusion refer to when people are prevented from participating fully in economic, social and civil life and/or when their access to income and other resources (personal, family, social and cultural) is so inadequate as to exclude them from enjoying a standard of living and quality of life that is regarded as acceptable by the society in which they live. In such situations people often are unable to fully access their fundamental rights.”

(European Commission, Communication to the Council, the European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, Draft Joint Report on Social Inclusion (COM [2001] 565 final), 2001.)

This definition is similar to the EU’s long-standing definition of poverty. But the important difference is the reference to inability to access fundamental rights as a significant factor in situations of poverty and social exclusion.

The statistics from Eurostat, however, using its more restricted definition, provide very limited information, especially on children. Below, we therefore also discuss ways in which our picture of social exclusion amongst children could be extended, made more relevant to children’s interests and linked with discrimination.

Children and social exclusion

The ECHP survey results do include a breakdown of how many children live in households experiencing various kinds of deprivation linked to low living standards, including being unable to save regularly, not being able to afford three or more basic necessities, having financial burdens or debts etc.

The incidence of financial problems does seem to be age-related, with more children/young adults living in households that had great difficulties in making ends meet, and/or were in arrears with utility bills and/or housing costs, and had cumulative problems in meeting their needs in terms of diet, clothing and holidays.

Lone parents and their children scored higher on these deprivation factors than other households. For example, nearly 3 in every 4 lone parent households – and over half of households with 3 adults and dependent children (which are more likely to contain 3 generations) – found it difficult to make ends meet. People in lone parent families and large families also had an above average percentage of cumulative housing problems.

Children get no special place in the Eurostat analysis – there are no specific indicators that are intended to capture exclusion among children.”

It is therefore possible to pick out the percentage of households with children affected by each factor; and it is also clear that certain household types containing children -in particular lone parent families and large families– are more likely to be exposed to multiple disadvantages of various kinds. In fact, the figures are broken down by age-group, including the under-18s -although not all the available data are published by Eurostat. But Eurostat concludes that “children run the highest risk of having disadvantages, which cumulated over more domains in life (23 per cent)”. 41

On this definition of social exclusion, therefore, children in the EU are affected more seriously than any other age-group. It is not only poor children who suffer these disadvantages. But children living in low income households and, especially, living in persistent poverty (i.e. living in a low income household for several years), are considerably more vulnerable. Among children living in poor households, some 45 per cent also suffered cumulative disadvantage; in persistently poor households, this rose to nearly half. 42

One striking feature of the focus groups run as part of a study of social inclusion and family support in six countries (Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands and the UK) was

"...the effect that the consumer society has on those who cannot afford to participate. Several mothers in different countries were very concerned about the fact that their children were discriminated against or ostracised for not wearing brand-name clothes, or not having computer games etc. This was apparent for children as young as five or six, and was not just a feature of teenage or adolescent culture. This is a matter of considerable concern to those parents and added to their already difficult parenting situations.”


Who is excluding children?

One of the advantages of the term “social exclusion” is that it can lead to questions about who is excluding children. One author identifies potential excludes as parents, schools, employers and governments. 44 He warns against the simple attribution of blame, and suggests that any focus on parents would be principally in order to help them fulfil their responsibilities. But he argues that this perspective usefully focuses attention on the various influences on children’s well-being.
In 1996, the percentage of under-18s in low income households ranged from 25 per cent in the UK to 4 per cent (boys) and 5 per cent (girls) in Denmark. The other Member States with high child poverty levels are Ireland (24 per cent) and Italy (23 per cent). Other relatively low rates are found in the Netherlands (15 per cent) and Austria (15 per cent boys, 16 per cent girls), although none approaches Denmark. 52

In Denmark, children under 18 are far less likely to be found in a low income household than adult Danish citizens; Greek children also had a lower risk of poverty. But children in Luxembourg, Ireland and the UK in particular have a much higher likelihood of living in a low income household than adults do. 54

National income per head is, generally speaking, misleading as a guide to the level of relative poverty among children; 55 countries may have broadly similar levels of economic development, but very different levels of child poverty. Inequality tends to be lower in the more prosperous Member States – except for the UK, which has above average prosperity and above average inequality. 56

On one measure, child poverty in the UK is twice the rate of that in France and Germany, and 4 times the rate of the Scandinavian countries. 57 For the best part of twenty years, according to one recent study, the Nordic countries of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden have managed to hold child poverty at around 5 per cent. 58 This study points out that those countries with the best relative poverty records for children also tend to have the lowest levels of absolute poverty as well. 59

Over the past ten years, the level of child poverty fell in Denmark, Finland, Norway ad Spain, but increased in the UK, Germany and Italy, with France experiencing little change. 60 The UK and Italy are amongst the bottom 4 countries in UNICEF’s international study of child poverty, measuring poverty in relative terms. 61

When measuring income poverty, a broader definition of “income” is sometimes suggested, also taking account of the monetary equivalent of in-kind benefits in the form of services etc. This could potentially alter the child poverty “league table”. However, a recent study argues convincingly that including non-cash benefits – especially health, education and housing – would not make much difference to the cross-national pattern of child poverty. Countries which provide low cash benefits do not tend to provide higher non-cash benefits and services in compensation. 62

Social exclusion amongst children in Member States

Eurostat investigates regularly 15 non-monetary indicators and their relationship with low income, both on an EU-wide level and by Member State. 63 However, these figures are not always broken down in Eurostat publications available to the general public by Member State, income and age together, to allow a detailed comparison between the situation of children in different countries. Since free access to the original ECHP survey data is restricted, it is also difficult for outside individuals or organisations to do this kind of exercise themselves.

The overlaps between low income, lack of work and non-monetary disadvantages vary between Member States, and each factor does not always affect the same people. 64 Some non-monetary indicators, although they are uniform across the EU, may in reality be culturally or nationally specific. The links between poverty and indicators of social exclusion or disadvantage are not obvious or uncomplicated. However, it is crucial to explore non-monetary aspects of deprivation.

Health

On some non-monetary indicators, the performance of Member States tends to reflect their child poverty rates. For example, Sweden and Finland, as well as having low child poverty rates, also had the lowest under-5s mortality rates (in 1996 and 1995 respectively), at 5 per 1,000 live births. This compared with 10 per 1,000 live births in Belgium (the highest, at double the rate – though the figure for Belgium is for 1992). The report which reveals this notes 65 that “...the variation today within the EU is such that 10,000 lives would have been saved in 1996 if all Member States had had the under-5s mortality rate of Sweden.”

Education

The authors also found that some 20 per cent (in Greece) and 30 per cent (in Portugal) of 16-year-olds were not in education in mid-1995. Member States with higher enrolment in education also have higher percentages scoring at least the median in international maths scores at 14, with Portugal again being an outlier. 66

Housing

Housing conditions vary more than many other aspects of life across Member States, though they are not always closely correlated with income levels.
It is difficult to measure child homelessness accurately, since it may not be highly visible. Children living in immigrant families are disproportionately likely to experience homelessness. It is not very nice on the streets. It's cold and lonely and you meet all kinds of people. I want a home but I can't get one. I have nothing to look forward to, and nothing to do.

Homeless children and young people often have more than just accommodation problems. Additional difficulties include truancy, dropping out of school, family problems, addiction and unemployment—demonstrating the often complex and interacting realities of multiple deprivation.

Vulnerable groups

There is considerable concern about the vulnerability of children in care and care-leavers in many countries; the UK, for example, is particularly concerned about their low educational achievement. However, the data in the ECHP survey do not include the institutionalised population; this means that children “in care” who do not live in private households are omitted. Some organisations suggest monitoring the number of children who are taken into statutory care as a result of their parents’ poverty.

In the UK, the rate of teenage pregnancy is the highest in Western Europe, being twice the German, three times the French and six times the Dutch rate. There is a clear association with deprivation, the highest rates of teenage pregnancy being found in communities experiencing the lowest incomes, poorer housing and higher levels of unemployment. A recent study of women who had their first child as teenagers found that the younger the mother, the more difficult it is for her and her family to achieve a reasonable standard of living. It also found that former teenage mothers are worst off in Ireland and least disadvantaged (relative to other families) in Austria, Germany and Greece; in terms of poverty alone, Dutch women who had their first child as a teenager were most likely to be in poverty. This is a vivid example of how disadvantage as a child/teenager, and the linked “choices” which result from that experience, may affect life chances in the future.

Discrimination

Some groups of children are more vulnerable to poverty, and experience particular difficulties in accessing their rights when facing social exclusion. These include Gypsy and Traveller children, children in immigrant families and those from minority ethnic communities.

A rise in racism and xenophobia in Europe has been reported during the last twenty years or so. The discrimination faced by the Roma in many ways symbolizes some of the most common contemporary forms of racial discrimination. Traveller children also face particular difficulties. In Ireland, for example, there are extremely low levels of participation among Traveller children in education, especially at secondary level. Infant mortality rates are over twice those of the settled community.

It is estimated that there are roughly 100,000 children in Europe who are separated from their parents or other caregivers and seeking asylum. Alongside children who have fled conflicts in countries as diverse as Afghanistan, Somalia and former Yugoslavia, there is growing evidence of a rise in cases of economic and sexual exploitation, for example of Albanian children in Greece and Italy, and children from Nigeria and Eastern Europe in the Netherlands.

We only give a few examples here of aspects of social exclusion; the National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion (NAPs) in each country (see chapter 5), contain many more.

“Children who have to go to a children's home are stigmatized. Nobody asks you what you want, nobody cares for your rights. (They) are discriminated against because they are considered to have lower intelligence than average children and therefore not supported to go for a higher degree.”

(Children from Austria, quoted in G. Lansdown, Challenging Discrimination Against Children in the EU: A policy proposal by Euronet, Euronet, 2000.)

“…children of refugees from Africa have great problems in our culture which really differs from their family’s original values and habits.”

(Response to Euronet questionnaire by the National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and Health, Helsinki, Finland, 2000.)

“We've got two double beds and a single bed. I sleep in the single bed, dad sleeps with my baby sister and my mum sleeps with my other sister, and my brother sleeps downstairs. There are two bedrooms, and eight people live in the house.”

(Interview with young person from the UK for Euronet: Agenda 2000 project.)

“You don't see many Asian people out on the street. If my brother went out after 8 p.m. he'd get a broken nose. If I went out I'd get hassle because I'm a girl.”

(Questionnaire filled in by a young girl from the UK for Challenging Racism and Discrimination Against Children in the EU: A policy proposal by Euronet, Euronet, 2000.)

“It's not very nice on the streets. It's cold and lonely and you meet all kinds of people. I want a home but I can't get one. I have nothing to look forward to, and nothing to do.”

(Quote in Irish government’s Report to Children on the Public Consultation, National Children’s Strategy, 2001.)
Following the transition to market societies during the past decade, children in Central and Eastern Europe (CEEC) have been greatly affected by increases in poverty and income inequality. The available evidence suggests that overall children and young people face similar kinds of problems to their peers in Western Europe, though often the scale is greater. A full consideration is outside the scope of this report.

Reliable data are lacking, and it is important that aspects of child well-being which are not being examined under the Copenhagen criteria for EU accession are also studied. But from what is known, the picture is a mixed one. For example, unlike many other CEEC states, the former Czechoslovakia would emerge well from a comparison of child poverty rates with its EU counterparts, and in the late 1990s both the Czech Republic and Slovakia had income inequality below the 1980s EU average.

There are, however, areas of significant concern. Whilst Slovakia, for instance, had an under-5s mortality rate which was lower than the EU average in 1996, the poorer countries of Bulgaria, Latvia and Romania had rates which were much higher; a child born in the latter countries has a probability of death before the age of five of 2 percent or more.

Further up the age range, although generally children and young people in the CEEC states increasingly recognise the value of education, the number who are not attending school is large, and growing. There are a number of reasons, including poverty, abuse, family breakup, and child labour. As elsewhere, children from minority groups (such as the Roma) and children with disabilities face widespread discrimination at school and in the community which severely impedes their progress. In certain CEEC countries, there has been a systematic routing of Roma children to “special schools” for the mentally disabled. Roma are often barred from public facilities, and are frequently victims of racist attacks.

As identified above, the problems facing children in EU applicant countries are undoubtedly serious. Nevertheless, it is important not to regard the performance of the CEEC states as wholly inadequate in comparison with EU Member States. Indeed, the authors of one study argue that “The enlargement process offers a valuable opportunity for existing Member States to hold up a mirror on their own performance. Few if any should be fully satisfied with what they see.”

In particular, the legacy of commitment to collective provision seems to lie behind the positive indicators on the state of children’s health in some of these countries compared with EU Member States.

“More funds must be granted to the social services, health care, child care, and to schools. These are the institutions that have the best opportunity to prevent social exclusion with measures at an early stage but they need the financial resources to do it.”

(Office of the Children’s Ombudsman, Sweden, in response to Euronet questionnaire, 2001.)

Levers for policy change in tackling child poverty and social exclusion

Major variables which may affect whether or not children live in poverty include family composition, parental labour market status and rewards, and social transfers (allowances paid to children/families and/or reductions in their tax payments). Tackling poverty and social exclusion amongst children must involve action across a much wider range of policy areas. More generally, the way children are seen in particular countries, and the priority they are given in public policy, has the potential to affect their quality of life and opportunities. Save the Children Sweden, for example, endorses the view that child- and parent-friendly policies are the best way to avoid social exclusion amongst children. Here, we look at some of the potential levers for change in tackling child poverty and social exclusion. We then examine some aspects of Member States’ approaches, particularly in relation to poverty.

Family composition can be identified as a risk factor for child poverty. However, a recent study notes that variations in the proportion of children in lone parent families in different industrialised countries do not seem to affect differences in child poverty rates very much, because lone parent families are usually quite a small proportion of families overall. But their poverty rate is more significant in affecting the overall child poverty rate. The study argues that reducing poverty among lone parent families would have a significant impact on child poverty in some EU countries.

“Children are kept in poverty not by a padlock to which there is a single key but by a combination lock that requires an alignment of factors if it is to be released.”

If family structure is not in itself an important explanatory factor, employment status seems to be — although the mere fact of being without paid work does not automatically result in child poverty. There is a close link, however, between child poverty rates and adult joblessness.

Cash transfers (tax allowances, tax credits, social security benefits etc.) for families with children are less important than wages in explaining differences between countries. There is an association between child poverty rates and the percentage of full-time low-paid workers in different countries, for example. However, cash transfers do seem to be important in reducing child poverty in some countries. Countries with the lowest child poverty rates allocate the highest proportion of GDP to social expenditure in total, and poverty amongst children created by market forces can be reduced by up to 20 per cent by using tax and social expenditure policies.

**Member States’ approaches**

Member States’ general approaches to poverty and exclusion

Some examples given to a recent conference on ‘building an inclusive Europe’ described the range of Member States’ approaches to tackling poverty in general:

- Ireland and Portugal both have self-proclaimed national anti-poverty strategies;
- The Netherlands, Belgium and the UK are all giving poverty a political priority, and all branches of government are involved, with a mechanism for coordination, annual reports, objectives and indicators;
- France has developed framework legislation to boost the impact of policy on social exclusion in a variety of different areas (France says its approach involves not special rights for the poor, but making all rights a reality for everyone);
- Denmark and Sweden are trying to prevent exclusion, but also to reduce benefit dependency via more active employment/social protection policies.

Member States’ approaches to child poverty and social exclusion

**Employment**: because of the link between adult worklessness and child poverty, countries should look carefully at the distribution of new employment opportunities. There may be a potential trade-off here, however; between children and young people: Spain has fewer children in poverty relative to its unemployment rate than might be expected, for example, because unemployment is so concentrated on young people, rather than on adults in families with children.

**Wages and income inequalities**: one report says the importance of variations in market income has been underestimated in previous studies, which have focused more on analysing welfare states. If market income is examined instead:

> “...it would appear that despite, or perhaps because of, their well-known rigidities, continental European labour markets do a better job in providing resources to the most disadvantaged children.”  


Another study also argued that “a less regulated economy [in the USA] was not associated with greater mobility for children across the income distribution, or by more movements in and out of poverty”; in fact in some respects, the authors argued that it resulted in less mobility than in Germany and the UK.

The importance of cash transfers should not be underestimated, however, as they do succeed in reducing cross-national variations in child poverty. One study found:

- Child poverty is reduced by very little in Denmark and Luxembourg via cash transfers — but this is because it is low in these countries in any case;
- In Spain, Italy, Greece, Portugal and Ireland, child poverty rates are high, and cash transfers do little to change this; but
- In the UK, Belgium, Austria, France and the Netherlands, cash transfers are both relatively high and relatively successful at reducing child poverty.

In the Nordic Member States, family/child benefits represent over 10 per cent of total social benefits, whereas in the Mediterranean Member States they are lower (for example, 2 per cent in Spain and 5.6 per cent in Portugal). But the European Observatory on Family Matters suggests that the low share of family/child benefits in total social benefits in the Mediterranean countries shows that “many functions (especially caring) are still covered by the family”.

One approach to including children

The percentage of children in poverty in Nordic countries has tended to remain stable, and low. One study examines the elements which make up these countries’ policy approach. It includes a focus on helping people into paid work — including men and women, and often including both parents in couples — and on devising social policies with an inclusive, rather than targeted, approach, to redistribute income to reduce market inequalities. Day care and parental leave provisions convey the clear message that children are a shared social responsibility, and an investment in the future, rather than a private choice of parents (or mothers). The European Commission has noted, however, that there are often specific problems in countries such as these, which their employment policies and social protection systems have not managed to resolve.

Most of the above areas of policy relate to levels of income. However, in addition, a broader range of policies is needed to combat social exclusion amongst children, which will encompass action on housing, education, other public and private services, care for disabled people, access to legal rights, area deprivation and many other fronts. The authors of a recent study conclude that a comprehensive strategy, covering both economic and social policies, is required to tackle child poverty and social exclusion effectively. Countries must not think “economic priorities first and social needs later”; if child poverty is to be overcome, social policy cannot be an afterthought. They argue convincingly that progress on all fronts is necessary; and that reducing child poverty

> “is a complex process that must be advanced by research, debate, consultation and advocacy.”

Conclusion

Several messages emerge from this picture of child poverty and social exclusion across the EU, in individual Member States, and in Central and Eastern Europe:

• First, it is clear that there needs to be a more consistent focus on children in the figures published by Eurostat, and that information on poverty and social exclusion amongst children should be more comprehensive and up to date; 96

• Second, Member States need to adopt comprehensive strategies to tackle child poverty and social exclusion effectively; and

• Thirdly, as we have seen above, other areas of policy not usually associated with economic or social policy are also relevant – such as consumer policy, including legislation about marketing and advertising to children.

Introduction

Following on from the previous chapter where available information about child poverty and social exclusion in the EU was presented, this chapter examines how seeing poverty and social exclusion through children’s eyes would provide a more rounded and informative picture. We explore two complementary ways to achieve this. First, a more coherent child perspective could be brought to the analysis; and secondly, more direct initiatives to involve children in expressing their views should be developed, to inform analysis and action on child poverty and social exclusion.

Child poverty and social exclusion: limitations of the traditional perspective

Are our assumptions right?

The figures on child poverty and social exclusion seem precise and clear. But in fact our perceptions of who is living in poverty depend on the assumptions we make. First, we assume that there is a fair sharing of resources within households/families, whether poor or not. But this may not be accurate. We cannot assume that all children living in non-poor households receive a fair share of the household’s income and assets. We do know from research that the majority of parents, particularly mothers, in low income families attempt to protect their children from the full impact of the household’s poverty, and so often go without themselves. But we also know that the opposite can happen: children can try to protect their parents from worrying about the impact of poverty on them, and therefore reduce what they ask for out of the household budget. 97
Secondly, assumptions have to be made in the official figures about the varying needs of different household members. For example, the ECHP, on which many figures used here are based, counts each “first adult” in a household as 1, with each additional adult, or child of 14 or over, as 0.5, and each child under 14 as 0.3. This way of allowing for different needs in looking at the incomes of different kinds and sizes of household is called an “equivalence scale”. If this scale under-estimates the “weight” of children in the household, child poverty figures will be under-recorded (and vice versa). If the judgments about the needs of children of different ages are mistaken, the impact of poverty at different ages may also be misjudged.

Publication of the data using different equivalence scales giving different weights to children, and to children of different ages, would be useful. Indeed, there should be a much wider debate about the choice of “equivalence scale”; and groups representing the interests of children and young people should be included in such a debate. However, as far as the “league table” of the performance of Member States in relation to child poverty is concerned, varying the poverty line and/or the equivalence scales is unlikely to make much difference. Member States remain in much the same position in relation to one another in terms of their performance on child poverty whatever range of reasonable equivalence scales is used.

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, the framework to examine social exclusion in the EU has not been designed with children in mind. Its perspective is not noticeably “child-friendly”. Indeed, the questions which investigate subjective experiences of poverty and exclusion (such as self-reported health status, meeting other people regularly, and satisfaction with your main activity) are not posed to the under-16s at all. And there are no equivalent questions for children, either.

Child poverty and social exclusion from children’s perspective

So what would be done differently if child poverty and social exclusion were being examined from children’s perspective?

Rethinking traditional perspectives

One study suggests that it is important, in trying to examine poverty amongst children and its impact on them, to include:

• Measures of input (for example, duration of poverty and exposure to risk);
• A range of outcome measures (such as health and education); and
• Other mediating factors which may influence outcomes, such as how much resilience children have; household composition, parenting practices etc.; and/or the extent of poverty and quality of services in the neighbourhood.

It is important to highlight experiences which are already known to have a particularly damaging impact on children’s later development, and ensure that data on these are being collected and made widely available. For example, there is some evidence to suggest that poverty in young childhood has worse effects on life-time opportunities; so we need to know how old children in poverty are, and be aware of the timing of periods of childhood spent in households with low living standards.

Certain other points of transition during childhood may also be particularly sensitive to the damage caused by poverty and exclusion. It is not sufficient to publish only one figure, for the total number of under-16s or under-18s living in poor households.

Insecurity and transience (impermanence) are also often seen as particularly damaging to children, and they are common experiences for families living in extreme poverty. Longitudinal data should therefore include a focus on multiple moves by low income families with children – tracking how often they move house, school, neighbourhood etc. (and if possible, for what reasons). A children’s rights perspective on social exclusion

Looking at poverty and social exclusion through children’s eyes means more than rethinking traditional perspectives, however. A perspective which emphasises children’s rights could be based on the major relevant articles in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 27 could be seen as encapsulating the key aspects necessary for the social inclusion of children, since it recognises the right to “a standard of living adequate for their physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development.”

But this could be developed and expanded by including other Articles (see Appendix II).

This perspective could change our views about what to prioritise. For example, one recent study argues that the relevant aim in education, if we are concerned about all children’s rights, should be maximising the potential of each child, rather than raising the sum total of achievement; the correct policy emphasis, therefore, would be on the distribution of access and achievements, rather than on averages.

Poverty and social exclusion from a participatory perspective

Many small-scale studies have started from children’s own experiences of poverty and social exclusion and their voices and views. However, comparative evidence across Member States which does the same is lacking. We therefore do not have some key measures of social exclusion in terms of children’s own experiences.

Poverty and social exclusion from children’s point of view

Euronet believes that children’s perceptions are a key factor in developing policies or indicators on child poverty and social exclusion. So it is important to develop a definition of poverty and social exclusion which includes children’s own views and experiences.
Previous experiments suggest that self-esteem, the way in which relationships with parents and peers are seen, and the sense of future possibilities, will be likely to be key factors. These may in turn be influenced by how the area children live in is perceived; whole streets or estates can be labelled by individuals and sidelined by private and public services because of their reputation, worsening such children’s sense of being stigmatised, especially as they grow older.

Listening to children

In 1999-2000, Euronet co-ordinated a project to listen to children’s opinions, to involve them in decision-making and to support their participation in society. Children—among them many from disadvantaged backgrounds—from Belgium, France, Italy, the UK, Ireland and Portugal took part, with the assistance of the Bureau International Catholique de l’Enfance (Belgium and Italy), Conseil Français des Associations pour les droits de l’enfant (France), Save the Children (UK), Focus on Children (Ireland), and the Platform of Children’s Organisations (Spain). The method involved consultations in each country via group discussions, interviews by children and questionnaires, culminating in a joint meeting of child representatives from each country. The project resulted in the drawing up of “Agenda 2000 for children and young people in Europe”, which set out recommendations in relation to education, social integration, the media and the internet, health, citizenship and participation. The Agenda was presented to the European Parliament and the European Commission, and was received very positively.

Though this project was conducted on a pan-European scale, it reflects the gradual emergence of participation initiatives of all kinds at national and local level across Europe. In France, youth councils were established in the late 1970s and similar initiatives have been instigated in many other countries since, especially those countries where the support of local municipalities in the sphere of education policy, mechanisms exist through which children can influence education policy and its implementation in several countries, including Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands.

These kinds of initiatives are increasingly being reflected in a stronger emphasis on children as social actors within national research programmes, and in the establishment within several countries (notably Austria, Belgium, France, Portugal and Sweden) of formal Commissioners/Ombudspersons to represent and defend children’s interests (see chapter 5.).

These approaches are beginning to percolate into thinking at EU level. For example, in 1998 the Council of Ministers adopted a proposal of the Austrian Presidency for a resolution on youth participation, which stressed that the increased participation of young people is “one of the central tasks to be undertaken in the process of shaping European society in political, social and economic terms.”

“I realised very early in my childhood that I had to work harder than children who did not have a disability to achieve and be accepted in society. I often wonder how many children with a disability are living without full human dignity and respect and as a result are unable to reach their full potential.”

(Quote from “In Our Own Words... The voices of children experiencing poverty: Open Your Eyes to Child Poverty Iniative, Ireland, 2000.)
Whilst the resolution is welcome, it remains the case that child participation at EU level is limited. In part, this reflects the fact that, although initiatives exist at Member State and local levels, governments have on the whole remained cautious in their attempts to encourage child participation. Moreover, there is little evidence of children’s perspectives being mainstreamed across policy areas.

Most importantly, it is clear that many of these exercises have not been developed specifically with children and young people who are living in poverty and/or socially excluded in mind; if this is not done, it is likely that their marginalisation will be perpetuated, even within exercises which are intended to encourage greater participation. This reality was highlighted recently in the lack of child participation in the development of the National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion (see Chapter 5. below).

What do children say about poverty and social exclusion?

As indicated earlier, there are significant obstacles in ascertaining children’s perspectives. These include lack of self-esteem and confidence; few opportunities to engage with decision-makers; the assumption that their views are unimportant or unwelcome; lack of knowledge of children’s rights; literacy problems; and tokenistic forms of consultation. The existence of these obstacles means that children rarely participate in policy-making processes.

These problems are multiplied for children who face poverty and social exclusion. They are frequently unwilling to define themselves as being “in poverty” (as are adults), owing largely to the shame which is often attached to this label. And researchers have sometimes shied away from this topic, for fear of further labelling or stigmatising individual children.

Furthermore, many children appear to believe that “poverty” affects children in other countries, such as Africa, rather than children in their own country – or indeed themselves. In practice, the language of poverty is not familiar to children, and if we are to understand their views about this issue, it is important to explore in greater depth their self-perceptions and their day-to-day experiences in their local environment.

Rather than talk about poverty in the here and now, many children in low income families simply cope with the circumstances that face them. Their real feelings about their lives may be more clearly revealed by their reduced expectations in the present, and their low aspirations for the future.

Children’s views of poverty and social exclusion have received relatively little attention, and it is only recently that initiatives have begun to explore this area. The evidence from the few consultation exercises that have been undertaken is that children are concerned about the extent of poverty and social exclusion in their communities and that there is a significant degree of unanimity among them about what the broad issues are.

Drawing largely upon the consultations carried out by Euronet in relation to discrimination and social exclusion, it is possible to identify a number of recurring themes, including: the stigma and shame associated with poverty; poor quality of housing; problems at school; lack of employment; high levels of violence and bullying; concerns about drugs; fears of racism and harassment; discrimination; and missing out on material possessions, leisure activities and holidays.

The National Organisation for Social Care is now at a stage of designing a process for developing a Charter of Rights for children living in residential institutions which will hopefully secure participation in a more formal and coherent way.

“The National Organisation for Social Care is now at a stage of designing a process for developing a Charter of Rights for children living in residential institutions which will hopefully secure participation in a more formal and coherent way.”

(Response to Euronet questionnaire from the National Organisation for Social Care and Save the Children Greece, 2001.)
When opportunities to make their views known are presented, it becomes clear that children do have practical suggestions for policy change. Among the many recommendations relating to poverty and social exclusion expressed by children in the Euronet “Agenda 2000” were the following, aimed at the European Union:

- “To give teachers better training to deal with pupils with problems, violent pupils and pupils with learning difficulties, in order that they can change pupils’ attitudes, giving them more support and paying them more attention…
- “To support children and young people with difficulties in school, and those who are thinking of dropping out, so that they get help and encouragement to keep attending school…
- “To help improve communication with adults, parents and teachers in order to establish more trust, understanding and attention, so that if any conflict arises there is a way of looking for solutions through dialogue.
- “More support for and protection of the rights of children and young people with physical and mental disabilities…
- “Special protection for children and young people who are immigrants or refugees whatever their situation…
- “To fight addiction to drugs, alcohol and tobacco using prevention, information and the example of teachers and educators, our role models within educational situations…
- “Not to waste money on unnecessary things like weapons, armies and to provide more resources in order to grant children and young people the right to free health care…
- “To secure every person’s right to participate as a citizen in his/her community and country of residence, regardless of their country of origin. To educate us to participate in society…”

Beyond specific suggestions for policy development, the recommendations also identify clearly some of the practical reasons why participation flounders. For example, lack of adequate funds for resourcing school activities and neighbourhood associations mean that when children propose new ideas they are often turned down. More fundamentally, it is argued that adults – and politicians in particular – sometimes do not listen to children, and do not provide spaces where children can communicate with them.

Although child participation initiatives are gradually emerging at local level, children tend to feel remote from national and European politics. The children consulted by Euronet argued that the EU institutions did have a role in assisting children to have a voice, but that at present there were few occasions where this could happen.

Success in developing child participation is not straightforward – especially among those who face poverty and social exclusion – and depends on a range of factors. These include greater efforts by adults to:

- Recognise the value of children’s experiences and perspectives, and seek to ensure that children feel positive about their participation and about themselves;
- Avoid the danger of labelling or stigmatising individual children (e.g. use group discussion rather than individual interviews);
- Use everyday language that children can understand;
- Use child-friendly procedures and methods for consultation (e.g. short meetings, games, art work);
- Approach children in settings in which they feel comfortable and at ease;
- Devote sufficient time to engaging with children;
- Allow children the choice of not answering questions if they do not want to or feel unable to;
- Provide accessible information about opportunities; and above all
- Deliver on promises made.

If these basic principles are adhered to, there is considerable potential to mobilise the efforts of children and the organisations which represent them in the fight against poverty and social exclusion, as the objectives agreed at the Nice Council meeting demand.
Conclusion

The analysis presented in this chapter suggests that a range of measures will be necessary to incorporate a view of poverty and social exclusion through children’s eyes. The emphasis of policy and data collection would have to be changed if a child’s rights perspective on child poverty and social exclusion were adopted. And in-depth participatory exploration of children’s own experiences of poverty and social exclusion, including their exclusion from the world of other children, would be used to refine the focus of indicators and policy measures alike.

Introduction

During the 1980s and early 1990s, the European Community developed three experimental Poverty Programmes which helped to put poverty on the European agenda. However, the legal basis to develop an EU strategy to combat social exclusion was only established by the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty.

Long-standing neglect of the rights of children facing poverty and social exclusion clearly reflects the general lack of emphasis on children at EU level, due to the lack of legal base. In this chapter, we trace the recent development of EU policy to combat poverty and social exclusion, identify the gradual emergence of a limited focus on children, and highlight how a greater degree of coherence towards children’s rights could be ensured within the existing policy framework.

We then set out a “child audit” of the National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion (NAPs/incl) drawn up by Member States in line with the Nice European Council objectives. The audit explores whether child poverty and social exclusion are visible in the NAPs/incl analysis, whether these issues are mainstreamed in Member States’ strategies, what specific policies and practices are in place to ensure this – and what gaps there are in existing approaches. It then examines how far children are a focus within proposals either for common indicators or for those developed by individual Member States, and how far children and organisations representing them have been involved in developing the NAPs/incl to date.

The emerging EU agenda since Amsterdam

The Amsterdam Treaty – new Articles to combat social exclusion

Article 136 formally recognised the “combating of social exclusion” as an EU social objective, alongside the promotion of...
employment, improved living and working conditions, proper social protection, collective bargaining between management and labour, and the development of human resources. Article 137 goes on to provide for:

- Directives setting out minimum requirements for the integration of those who are excluded from the labour market; and
- Measures to encourage co-operation between Member States aimed at improving knowledge, developing exchanges of information and best practice, promoting innovative approaches and evaluating experiences in order to combat social exclusion.

The importance of the EU Employment Strategy (EES)

In most Member States during the 1990s unemployment was high, especially among young people. Just after the Amsterdam Treaty was signed in 1997, the decision was therefore taken at the Luxembourg European Council to implement a “European Employment Strategy” (EES), in line with the view that, alongside economic growth, getting people into paid work is central to tackling poverty and social exclusion.

The direct impact of the EES on children is limited, as the main focus for this age group is on the upper end and beyond, i.e. 15- to 25-year-olds. This approach reflects the long-standing emphasis at the heart of the EU Treaties on the “citizen-as-worker”, which has had the effect of excluding children below age 15 from the vast majority of potentially relevant EU programmes (e.g. in the fields of education and youth employment).

However, experience in recent years has shown that an employment strategy which fails to address social exclusion will overlook the needs and potential contribution of those belonging to vulnerable groups. In relation to children/young people, this is explicitly recognised in the EU’s 2000 Employment Guidelines (see box below).

The Lisbon Council – a first mention of children

At the Lisbon European Council in March 2000, the EU set itself the new strategic goal for the next decade of becoming “the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion”. The Council also underlined the importance of modernising the European social model, investing in people and combating social exclusion. In particular, it recommended that:

- Understanding of social exclusion should be improved on the basis of commonly agreed indicators;
- Inclusion should be mainstreamed in key policies in Member States’ employment, education, training, health and housing policies;
- Priority actions should be developed by Member States for defined target groups (“for example, minority groups, children, the elderly and the disabled”).

Agreement was also reached on a new “open method of co-ordination”, building on key elements of the approach adopted in relation to the European Employment Strategy. This involves setting common EU guidelines and targets, designing appropriate national policies to achieve these, and reporting on national developments and outcomes.

In many ways, the Lisbon Council represented a significant advance in terms of EU policy to combat social exclusion. In relation to children, it was highly significant in that it specified that their needs should be addressed. Although the European Commission’s proposal that the Council should back a target for Member States to reduce child poverty by 50 per cent by 2010 was rejected, the inclusion of children in the Council conclusions was a watershed, in that it identified children for the first time as key targets for policy-making on social exclusion.

The Nice Summit - adoption of child-related Objectives

At the Nice Summit in December 2000, the European Council adopted a set of broad multi-dimensional Objectives to combat social exclusion:

1. To promote participation in employment and access for all to resources, rights, goods and services;
2. To prevent the risks of exclusion;
3. To help the most vulnerable; and
4. To mobilise all relevant actors.

Within the more detailed commitments under these headings, there are several sections where children’s interests are clearly highlighted:

- Objective 1 highlights the importance of reconciling work and family life (including childcare);
- Objective 2 identifies the need to prevent exclusion in crisis situations (such as indebtedness, school drop-out and becoming homeless), and to “preserve family solidarity in all its forms”; and
- Objective 3 refers in particular to tackling social exclusion among children, as one amongst a number of “vulnerable” groups.

Whilst it is true (as Objective 3 suggests) that children are especially vulnerable to social exclusion, viewing children in this way can reinforce a traditional image of them as purely “dependent” and “unproductive”. This should be balanced with the knowledge that many children make an active contribution to society now (e.g. through their knowledge of languages or computer technology, their labour in hotels and on farms, or participation in local community projects), and that children’s activities in school represent a significant addition to the supply of human capital for the future.
In addition, many of the more general aims and aspirations in the Objectives are also applicable to children. For example:

- Objective 1.1: pathways/training to be provided for the most vulnerable groups;
- Objective 1.2: access for all to decent and sanitary housing; appropriate health care; education; culture, sport, and leisure;
- Objective 2: preventing exclusion from the knowledge-based society;
- Objective 4: promoting the participation and self-expression of people in exclusion; and mainstreaming the fight against exclusion into overall policy.

These Objectives clearly represent a significant advance for children, and Euronet believes that they are an important step towards comprehensive mainstreaming of a children’s rights perspective, which should be translated into concrete policy and practice at national and local levels as soon as possible.

**Taking forward the social inclusion agenda**

- **National Action Plans against Poverty and Social Exclusion**

  Alongside the Objectives adopted at the Nice Summit, the European Council also agreed that Member States should be invited to submit two-yearly “National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion” (which then became known as National Action Plans for social inclusion, and hence NAPs/incl) on how they are seeking to translate the Objectives outlined above into national level action, taking into account national circumstances and priorities. The first reports were submitted by June 2001. They have been subject to peer review, and the European Commission and EU Ministers presented a joint analytical report for discussion at the European Council at Laeken in December 2001.

- **A new EU Funding Programme**

  In addition to the NAPs/incl, a new Community programme of action was proposed at the Feira Summit in June 2000. The proposal has now been developed in greater detail. The programme will last from 2002 to 2006, and is aimed at encouraging cooperation between Member States to understand and combat social exclusion. With a proposed budget of 75 million over five years, the programme will finance transnational activities, including studies and the improvement of statistics, exchange of good practice and the participation of NGOs at European level. This programme will be on top of existing EU programmes, such as the Structural Funds which are targeted on “cohesion”, in particular the development and structural adjustment of regions lagging behind.

  In relation to children, it is important that the new programme builds on lessons learned from experience with the Structural Funds. In particular, it is essential that funding is made available to support children below age 15 in other EU Action Programmes; whilst the Structural Funds have helped unemployment young people –and especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds– into work, they have been of limited benefit to younger children who have been almost completely excluded from their scope. The new programme is more likely to be able to benefit children, and current guidelines pick out children living in poverty as one specific focus of concern (alongside deprived areas).

- **The development of appropriate indicators**

  Member States were encouraged to develop their own indicators to measure their progress on tackling poverty and social exclusion. At the time of writing, there are no commonly agreed indicators across Member States, although a recent official study made some suggestions. The study on indicators suggested that at a minimum data on income poverty should be disaggregated to show the position of children (and elderly people).

  A subgroup of the Social Protection Committee has undertaken further work on common indicators on behalf of the European Council (see below), starting from 7 structural indicators proposed by the European Commission: it reported to the Laeken Summit in December 2001. The European Council at Stockholm also invited the Commission and the Council to develop indicators on the provision of care facilities for children and other dependants, as well as family benefit systems; the subgroup is due to consider the latter as part of its future work programme.

- **“Child audit” of the National Action Plans (NAPs/incl)**

  **Starting points**

  The NAPs/incl build on what is seen as a successful recent experiment, when Member States drew up national action plans on employment. However, it is significant that the analysis of the problem, and the definitions used as the basis for indicators, are more widely shared in the employment than the poverty field, and an agreed operational measure of social exclusion is particularly hard to develop.

  The first National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion (NAPs/incl) have been written within tight time constraints and to a certain page limit. Issues relevant to child poverty and social exclusion are scattered throughout the recommended framework given to Member States for structuring the plans. Different countries also had different starting points, in terms of the magnitude of child poverty/exclusion in their country and their policy framework (see chapter 3).

  Member States also differ in the degree to which responsibility for policies affecting children is devolved to regional and/or local level. Responsibility for children’s wellbeing is highly decentralised in, for example, Austria, Spain, Belgium and to some extent Germany; and in the Netherlands and Scandinavia, it is largely the municipalities which deal with child poverty issues. Given current developments, decentralisation is likely to grow in importance for such strategies, it would be interesting to explore whether greater decentralisation also requires more social consensus at national level on the priority to be placed on preventing child poverty and social exclusion in order to result in positive outcomes across the country.

  In addition, an emphasis on children in one country’s NAP/incl may demonstrate a real sensitivity to children’s rights, which has already helped reduce child poverty to low levels –or, alternatively, a realistic recognition that child poverty and exclusion represent a huge challenge. Moreover, the NAPs/incl differ in their emphasis on analysis compared to strategies, and on describing existing policies compared to setting out planned actions.

  The NAPs/incl are a crucial instrument in the potential development of a coherent European approach. A “child audit” of their contents is therefore essential, and we
try to provide this here. Because of these differences between countries and contexts, however, analysing the NAPs/incl in their present form is not comparing like with like, and should be tackled with caution.

**Strategy and Objectives for the NAPs/incl**

The overall strategy and Objectives for the NAPs/incl are central, in terms of their potential impact on children. It is therefore worth noting the general lack of linkage between macro-economic developments and policies to tackle poverty and exclusion – though Greece does defend its record in moving towards European Monetary Union without a negative impact on poverty. There is little discussion in most of the NAPs/incl about what pattern(s) of economic growth might be preferable for the prospects of children living in poverty.

Neither is there a debate about the future pattern of EU-wide subsidies or regulations on state support for industries etc. A section on each Member State’s use of EU Structural Funds was inserted by the European Commission itself into its own draft joint report, presumably because Member States had not usually referred to this themselves. This omission seems indicative of a lack of connection between the preparation of the NAPs/incl and national budgetary processes, which may be due to timing. The result, however, seems to be that there is little analysis by Member States of their spending on poverty and social exclusion, in particular on children, and its impact. If this reflects reality, it puts a greater burden on micro-economic adjustments and social transfers; some critics might argue that poverty and social exclusion are being tackled by the EU with one hand behind its back.

Moreover, there are few signs of consistent “poverty-proofing” – though Ireland states that all government policies have to be considered in terms of their impact on people in poverty. In most cases, therefore, Member States are not yet “mainstreaming” an anti-poverty perspective into their general policy-making processes on economic and social issues. Some Member States, however, might argue that their focus on goals of equity and solidarity is largely successful at preventing poverty, and that this therefore renders “poverty-proofing” unnecessary.

Are child poverty and social exclusion visible in the NAPs/incl analysis?

The European Commission’s report notes that in Member States’ analysis, there is general acceptance that the economic and employment situation has improved, but the perception of trends in poverty and social exclusion is quite uneven. The Commission argues that the lack of a common framework of analysis and up-to-date statistics across all Member States makes definite conclusions difficult. However, it concludes that absolute poverty seems to have been reduced over recent years, and the numbers lacking basic necessities have declined, though one in six people still face multiple disadvantages. But those on the lowest incomes have tended to fall behind the rest of society, and inequalities have widened.

“**Key challenges**” highlighted in the NAPs/incl include labour market changes, the knowledge-based society, demographic trends and changes in structures and roles in the family/household. Each of these challenges has implications for children; but often these are not explicitly drawn out. (For example, the Netherlands is the only Member State to highlight the decline of children as a proportion of the population – though the implications for their future are not necessarily clear.)

The European Commission’s own overview of “**key risks**” does highlight, amongst other factors, “growing up in a vulnerable family” and the transition from school to work; and it emphasises the importance of breaking the inter-generational cycle of poverty and social exclusion. Its focus on 8 “**core challenges**” includes “preserving family solidarity and protecting the rights of children” – identified as a key challenge in a number of countries. But no Member State analyses in detail whether the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) is being fulfilled in full in its country.

Some Member States do address the issue of child poverty and social exclusion in a more comprehensive way than others:

- The UK, for example, picks out the challenge of child poverty specifically in its analysis. This is in part for positive reasons – because it adopts a framework of lifecycle stages, and in part because it stresses (and demonstrates) the impact of early disadvantage on the whole lifecycle. But it is also for more negative reasons – because poverty amongst children in the UK is currently so high;
- Sweden also focuses on children, but in contrast to the UK has few living in poverty;
- The Netherlands admits that the risk of poverty for its children is higher than the average; the Alliance for Social Justice is planning to examine the effects of poverty on children and young people in 2001;
- In Finland, the government is reporting to parliament on child poverty in autumn 2001, and it is thought it will then draw up a social inclusion action plan;
- In Luxembourg, there will be a study of one and two earner families and lone parent families, with a view to the possible readjustment of relative benefit rates.

In some countries, lobby groups have argued that more analysis is needed. For example, in Austria the European Anti-Poverty Network has called for more research on the poverty of children. Although child poverty still features as a key issue in its NAP/incl, Ireland puts more emphasis on the review of its existing national anti-poverty strategy – in which child poverty will be examined across the board. Its figures show that “consistent poverty” has been reduced by less among children since the mid 1990s than the average across the whole population.

"The very common view in the Finnish society is that we do not want any distinct strategy to combat child poverty and exclusion but instead we have to build our society in such a way that these kind of problems or questions are not even arising."

(Response from Save the Children Finland to Euronet questionnaire, 2001.)

"If your friends have got something and you can’t have that, you feel like you are left out because everyone else has got it, and they pick on you because you are the odd one out."

(Quote from C Willow, Bread is Free: Children and young people talk about poverty, Children’s Rights Alliance for England/Save the Children UK 2001.)
Other Member States focus on specific points about child poverty/exclusion:

- Portugal highlights early leavers from education and the low level of qualifications relative to the EU average, but does not examine child poverty and social exclusion more comprehensively;
- Italy mentions the “alarming” extent of child poverty, especially among large families and in the south;
- France emphasises the importance of its family policies in bringing about its low rate of poverty overall, and child poverty in particular, relative to the EU average – though it also says that one of the main groups vulnerable to poverty and social exclusion is children under 15 living in poor households;
- Greece, on the other hand, states that in its country “low income is grey in colour” – and speculates that the lower risk of poverty for children may be due to women postponing childbearing until they can afford it; but it also draws attention to the likely impact of changing family patterns on future support;
- Luxembourg links women’s increased likelihood of poverty to children’s;
- Belgium picks out educational disadvantage; and
- The UK mentions disadvantaged young people in neither education nor work.

The UK puts most emphasis on lack of paid work in its analysis (although in fact, whilst 1 in 3 children in the UK live in poverty, only 16 per cent live in jobless households). Several Member States mention immigrants, though only a few (such as Spain) highlight the position of immigrant children or ethnic minority groups.

None of the analyses discusses the concept of children’s exclusion from the world of children. This may be partly because social exclusion is often seen as closely related to lack of participation in employment (though such a narrow view would be denied by many). Generally, the analyses tend to focus more on income poverty, perhaps because it is more easily defined and measured – although the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child provides a broader conceptual framework which Member States could have used to analyse child poverty and social exclusion. The position of children in each Member State could have been examined under each Article, to assess to what extent children did not have access to these rights, and where there was a priority need for action (see chapter 4.).

Are child poverty and social exclusion prioritised/mainstreamed in Member States’ strategic approach and main objectives?

The NAPs/incl are modelled on the National Action Plans on Employment, and followed them closely in time. This ensured that a focus on paid employment, and “active welfare”, runs throughout. Another consistent theme is family structure. Children are often seen in the NAPs/incl as appendages of their parents in these two areas, rather than as people in their own right. The strong emphasis on employment, with a lack of focus on children’s rights, also tends to mean that children are dealt with in terms of their future well-being, rather than their well-being and participation in society here and now. The tendency to see children largely in terms of their parents’ status, or family policy, also means that some issues of central significance to children’s welfare are not explored. For example, the make-up of household income (ie different sources of income), and who receives it – not just family income in total, household economic status or family type – may be key to children’s well-being (see chapter 4.); yet this is not discussed explicitly.

The guidelines for drawing up the NAPs/incl encouraged Member States to develop a strategic and integrated, rather than sectoral and target group, approach. This may have tended to work against Member States addressing child poverty and social exclusion in the round, if they saw children as a “target group”. In addition, they were told that moving towards eliminating social exclusion amongst vulnerable groups including children (under Objective 3.) could be pursued by incorporating this aim in the other Objectives and/or through specific policies or actions.

Children’s rights

Whilst some Member States’ NAPs/incl are more coherent in their approach, this does not usually extend to mainstreaming a children’s rights perspective:

- Sweden is one of the few Member States to declare that its policy for children is based on the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. It also states its philosophy on shared responsibility for care of children between parents and society. However, Sweden admits that in the 1990s its system did not fully guarantee the welfare of some, including some children/young people, and the European Commission says some vulnerable groups’ situation deteriorated;
- Ireland has developed a National Children’s Strategy – but this is not part of the NAP/incl, and is not described in it;
- Denmark also says its legislation is based on the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child;
- Italy says respect for children’s rights is a priority policy area for the NAP/incl, with an objective of preventing poverty and social exclusion; it intends to develop a plan for children, as one of the 4 groups it will focus on;
- Luxembourg has developed draft legislation promoting children’s rights and protecting young people; and
- The UK continues its lifecycle approach to the analysis of poverty and social exclusion by presenting its strategy in a lifecycle perspective; one focus is therefore children and young people – although a major reason for concern about this age group is the longer-term impact on poverty and social exclusion.

What focus on child poverty and social exclusion is there within Member States’ consideration of specific Objectives for the NAPs/incl?

As outlined above, child poverty and social exclusion are highlighted explicitly or implicitly in several of the sections of the NAPs/incl Objectives. Without listing each of these in detail for each Member State, it may be valuable to note areas of progress – or, alternatively, glaring omissions – across Member States in general.
Objective 1: to facilitate participation in employment and access by all to resources, rights, goods and services

The overwhelming focus on employment in many NAPs/incl can overshadow issues of resources and rights for anyone not in the labour market, including children. Most Member States include lone parents amongst the groups needing help to participate in employment, and many highlight problems for some young people around the transition from school to work; others describe additional financial support for families with children in paid work.

In relation to employment, Member States were asked to look at reconciling work and family life. Most Member States merely outline their general policies, including the provision of parental leave and child care, without examining how they might chime with the priorities and lives of people in poverty. Still less do they try to look systematically at work/family life issues through children’s eyes - though Sweden is one of the few which discuss the advantages to children of child care outside the family in terms of social integration, rather than merely seeing it as related to parental employment. Sweden also asserts the importance of more equal sharing of care to child welfare (as well as to gender equity). Denmark and Finland promote the right to child care independent of parental employment status.

Social protection plays a central role in access to resources and rights. Some Member States (e.g. the Netherlands, Greece) describe plans to improve benefits for families with children, especially those going into employment - although some start from a low base (such as Ireland, which plans to increase child benefit). Others focus on ensuring access to minimum resources; Portugal’s “guaranteed minimum income” is said to help combat early school leaving and child labour.

The European Commission report notes that “the legal, cultural, sporting and recreational dimensions remain undeveloped in many NAPs/incl”. Several of these “undeveloped” areas are of particular significance for children’s well-being and development.

Education, however, does emerge as a key issue, and a fundamental right, for many Member States - though for many, this may focus less on children’s rights to good education (and a good educational experience), and more on securing a passport to integration in the adult world, especially in terms of information and employment. There is also some emphasis on adults’ access to lifelong learning, as this was also a relevant concern for the National Action Plans on employment.

There could have been more focus within the sections on education on what is needed to avoid the stigma and exclusion suffered by so many children, and their parents, as well as on the priority need to combat poverty if children are to gain fully from their time in school. The place of schools in upholding the values of an inclusive society aware of the rights of children and others, and in helping children to become aware of their rights and willing to exercise them, could also have had more emphasis. However, there is some discussion of the need to reduce costs of access to the so-called “free” education system, and/or to increase funding for disadvantaged schools and areas (Belgium, the Netherlands, France and the UK). Whilst such areas may be largely urban for some Member States, Ireland notes that over three-fifths of its educationally disadvantaged children live in rural areas.

Belgium is the only one to mention the crucial issue of teachers’ lack of knowledge about the poverty in which their pupils may live. Several Member States focus on particular groups such as ethnic minority, immigrant, bilingual, Traveller or Roma

“A systematic child perspective must become more apparent in the decision-making of officials on the governmental level and on the local level. A child impact assessment is to be done before a decision is made at which level the decision is to be made. The Ombudsman has developed a model for child impact assessment of governmental decisions.”

(Preparation of a response to Euronet questionnaire by the Swedish Children’s Ombudsman, 2003.)

“Access to rights is rarely broken down into adults’ and children’s rights. Only a few Member States include a discussion of access to legal services by people living in poverty, to ensure that rights are real entitlements - though some mention their Children’s Ombudsman. Moreover, despite research findings suggesting that neighbourhood factors may affect children’s well-being in particular, issues which may be significant to them - such as local amenities, the quality of the immediate environment etc. - are hardly mentioned. The sections on housing do not generally include reference to the possible stresses and strains on services and/or the community resulting from a concentration of families with young children - though housing assistance to young people is mentioned in several NAPs/incl.

The European Commission report notes that “the legal, cultural, sporting and recreational dimensions remain undeveloped in many NAPs/incl”. Several of these “undeveloped” areas are of particular significance for children’s well-being and development.

Education, however, does emerge as a key issue, and a fundamental right, for many Member States - though for many, this may focus less on children’s rights to good education (and a good educational experience), and more on securing a passport to integration in the adult world, especially in terms of information and employment. There is also some emphasis on adults’ access to lifelong learning, as this was also a relevant concern for the National Action Plans on employment.

There could have been more focus within the sections on education on what is needed to avoid the stigma and exclusion suffered by so many children, and their parents, as well as on the priority need to combat poverty if children are to gain fully from their time in school. The place of schools in upholding the values of an inclusive society aware of the rights of children and others, and in helping children to become aware of their rights and willing to exercise them, could also have had more emphasis. However, there is some discussion of the need to reduce costs of access to the so-called “free” education system, and/or to increase funding for disadvantaged schools and areas (Belgium, the Netherlands, France and the UK). Whilst such areas may be largely urban for some Member States, Ireland notes that over three-fifths of its educationally disadvantaged children live in rural areas.

Belgium is the only one to mention the crucial issue of teachers’ lack of knowledge about the poverty in which their pupils may live. Several Member States focus on particular groups such as ethnic minority, immigrant, bilingual, Traveller or Roma

“One of the key policy objectives of policy makers in the drive to combat social exclusion is for socially excluded people to obtain employment. Employment is seen as the surest route out of social exclusion, and is seen both as a way of lifting families out of poverty and also as a way of providing them with a stake in mainstream society. However, the research showed that pressurising mothers of young children into employment can lead to social exclusion rather than helping them to escape from it.”

children; there is also (as noted above) consensus about the seriousness of school drop-out/early school leaving. The Netherlands covers education under Objective 2 instead, describing a plethora of measures to try to pre-empt the risk of exclusion.

**Objective 2: to prevent the risks of exclusion**, including preventing life crises and preserving “family solidarity in all its forms.” The emphasis in the NAPs/incl varies between preventative versus curative services, and between universal provision and more selective services for families seen as already having problems. Some describe family support services as one way of keeping families under stress together. Despite the greater likelihood of families with children being indebted, most Member States do not seem to target relevant services to them – though Germany mentions training in financial matters for children and young people. Some Member States link family poverty and children being taken into care. Several countries mention improvements in social service provision for children and young people. Others focus instead on couples splitting up, and discuss ways to improve child support, custody arrangements etc.

The European Commission notes that in Greece, Spain, Italy and Portugal, the family and community are key sources of support against poverty and social exclusion; they must see measures to preserve family solidarity as crucial.

The UK’s emphasis on early intervention in disadvantaged children’s lives (e.g. through the intensive support provided by the Sure Start scheme) is echoed in other NAPs/incl. This raises the more general question about whether strategies on child poverty/exclusion should be differentiated more by age-group – a question most Member States do not address.

**Objective 3: to help the most vulnerable** seems to highlight children as a whole as a group vulnerable to social exclusion. Some Member States, however, have preferred to interpret this as referring to children and young people in situations of heightened risk (such as those leaving care, or teenagers becoming pregnant, in the UK’s NAP/incl). This is particularly true of those Member States which, like the UK, focus on child poverty as a priority in their NAP/incl, or see their employment and social protection systems as largely succeeding in preventing children becoming vulnerable. Sweden, for example, focuses on children “ill-treated at home” or in care, and France highlights parenting help to prevent family break-up. Several Member States look at early childhood education and support, and the prevention of problems at this stage.

**Objective 4, to mobilise all the relevant bodies, is dealt with below.**

What is missing?

Many NAPs/incl do not include analysis of policies which may have **damaging effects on children in situations of poverty and social exclusion** who are associated with adults who are seen as “undeserving”. This may include, for example, the impact on children’s well-being of benefit sanctions for parental refusal to take up opportunities for employment/training, or to pursue child support; or the stigmatising form or limited amount of support given to certain groups such as asylum-seekers. Greece is one of the few countries which admits in its NAP/incl to conditionality in benefits (in its case, family benefits conditional on school attendance).

Member States could argue that any short-term impact on children’s welfare is more than offset by the long-term advantages accruing from their parent(s) being persuaded to take up employment, pursue child support etc. However, if we take seriously the argument that poverty may be particularly damaging at certain stages of children’s lives – especially young childhood – this might lead us to question this. And a child rights perspective could also suggest that children should be asked their views. These issues should be pursued with Member States in future, to examine the impact on children of such policies and to debate the complex issues involved.

*How much are children a focus in the proposals for the commonly agreed indicators of poverty and social exclusion?*

The European Commission prioritises the development of **commonly agreed indicators** (see above). A major focus for the ‘common indicators’ suggested in a paper commissioned by the Belgian Presidency is on indicators relevant to the working age population. **The report on indicators from the Social Protection Committee** suggests that Member States use commonly agreed and defined primary (lead) indicators, and secondary (supporting) indicators, in the next round of NAPs/incl. In addition, the Report recommends that they could if desired use a third, more specific, level of indicators at national level which would not be in common.

The first primary indicator suggested by the Social Protection Committee – low income rate after transfers (with the threshold set at 60 per cent of median income) – would be broken down by household type, which would distinguish those households with dependent children from others. It would also be analysed by age, as well as other factors; this would reveal how many children were living in low income households. However, the proposal appears to envisage only one category for children 0 to 15 years old. This means that there would not be a published category across Member States corresponding to the agegroup identified as children under the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (i.e. 0 to 18 years old) – though it is possible that, as now, Eurostat would publish comparative figures on that basis. In addition, as now, there would be no easy way to assess whether, for example, younger children were at greater risk of poverty than older children.

Apart from this, **few if any of the common indicators suggested by the Social Protection Committee appear able to be applied to children in their own right** rather than as members of affected households, although the paper commissioned by the Belgian Presidency proposed that in principle people should be regarded as individuals in their own right, rather than merely as members of households. **There also seem to be no proposals to break down any data by ethnic origin; this omission will result in a glaring gap in the understanding of patterns of poverty and social exclusion amongst children, as well as amongst other groups, in the EU.**

Some elements of the Social Protection Committee’s planned work on indicators will be of particular relevance to children – including an examination of fami...
ly benefits, as well as the development of indicators on literacy, numeracy and access to education. There seems to be no coherent strategic perspective on child poverty and social exclusion from a children’s rights perspective, however, or any plans to explore the development of indicators appropriate for measuring children’s well-being and participation in society. The Committee’s statement about the importance of involving ‘excluded people’ in the development of indicators, and exploring “the most effective means of giving a voice to the excluded”, is welcome in principle. But it is accompanied by no specific proposals for ways forward and makes no specific reference to involving children and their organisations.

How much are children a focus in Member States’ own proposals on indicators, and will the impact on children of the NAPs/incl be monitored and evaluated?

The European Commission report mentions three kinds of indicators – performance, policy (usually understood as inputs) and context – and also warns that Member States’ initial starting points should be taken into consideration.

The NAPs/incl themselves vary in their use of data, with some using harmonised EU-wide figures, and others drawing on their own national surveys; this makes comparisons between them more difficult. Member States may also use different definitions (the Netherlands, for example, uses a “financial poverty index”, and Sweden uses the percentage of people living below the social allowance level). Few NAPs/incl systematically set out arrangements for monitoring and evaluation using their children indicators, although the NAPs/incl are meant to state what progress is aimed for and how Member States will move towards common indicators.

Several countries say they will break down overall totals (such as low income or workless households) and show how many of these households contain children. Member States vary in the emphasis on children in their indicators:

- At one extreme, Ireland says it will disaggregate all its indicators to show the position of children (though this may in fact be inappropriate for some), whilst other countries put little emphasis on indicators at all;
- Belgium wants to monitor the relationship between parents’ educational status and their children’s education;
- One focus for France is families’ position before and after taxes/benefits, and the extent of horizontal redistribution (between those with and without children); but it also proposes a range of relevant indicators, including the percentage of school-leavers without qualifications and young people with reading difficulties;
- Spain’s proposed indicators include child poverty, non-attendance at school and the percentage of 15-year-olds with educational delay.

Whilst several countries include infant mortality, health indicators are generally less prominent than those for education. A few countries say they will look at numbers of children living in bad housing or temporary accommodation.

Some Member States do seem to be more systematic in their approaches. Sweden’s Children’s Ombudsman has developed a model for child impact assessment; and Ireland is setting up a national longitudinal study on children. The UK separates indicators of current poverty and exclusion and those which could cause increased risk for the future, and its emphasis on children carries through into the sections on indicators – though some of these are used more as aspirations (to move in the right direction) than as specific targets. By having different indicators for children, people of working age and elderly people, the UK more or less explicitly adopts definitions of disadvantage which vary for different age groups.

Italy and Belgium include “subjective” indicators, which can convey how people living in poverty or social exclusion feel. But the idea of using participatory methods of devising or testing qualitative and quantitative indicators against the realities and priorities of people with experience of poverty and social exclusion is not explored – with the exception of Belgium, which is conducting an experiment along these lines – and neither is the potential for children to be involved in any such exercises.

Targets

In contrast to the National Action Plans on employment, the NAPs/incl do not contain any EU-wide targets on poverty and social exclusion, either for the population as a whole or for children specifically. Some Member States have their own national targets – Ireland apparently judges the overall poverty target the single most important element of its national anti-poverty strategy – whilst others disagree with this approach, or argue that in practice a national target would be meaningless for them because they have a regional system of government (such as Italy). But there has been no general move towards setting targets on eradicating, or even ameliorating, poverty. This tends to give the impression that the EU and Member States put less priority on poverty and social exclusion than employment. Because of the complexity and multi-dimensionality of poverty and social exclusion, Member States...
should probably be developing several targets, rather than only focusing on reducing the numbers on relatively low income. The careful development of clear indicators would be the best foundation for developing targets.

The UK and Portugal are the only Member States to set specific child poverty targets in their NAPs/incl. Portugal aims to eradicate child poverty by 2010, and the UK by 2020 (halving it by 2010)—though neither sets a target for reducing social exclusion amongst children. Their measures of child poverty may not be transparent: Portugal does not define child poverty; and the UK’s suggested measures of child poverty are multiple, perhaps meaning that it will be difficult to assess whether it has achieved its target. Ireland, which sees itself as a model for the EU for its existing national anti-poverty strategy, has been under pressure from non-governmental organisations (NGOs) to adopt a target on child poverty, but has not yet done so (see box above). The Netherlands sets a more specific target, on young people: to halve the numbers of early school leavers by 2010.

Ireland says children will have a voice in its national strategy for children, especially on work and education; the UK is also developing consultation on a similar plan. However, hardly any Member States mention the involvement of children’s organisations or children themselves in drawing up the NAP/incl. Denmark says that the National Council on Children was involved in consultation in the run-up to the NAP/incl. Other Member States are likely to have involved children’s organisations, amongst other NGOs, in consultation. But Sweden is the only one to set out a goal of integrating children’s point of view into all the measures it proposes.

Objective 4 of the framework for the NAPs/incl recommends that Member States should promote the participation and self-expression of people suffering exclusion, mainstream the fight against exclusion into their overall policies, and “mobilise all relevant actors”. The involvement of stakeholders outside government in drawing up the NAPs/incl has so far varied enormously:

- Those countries which have a social partnership model, such as Denmark, or a national consensus model, such as Ireland, could more easily incorporate the NAPs/incl discussions—though in Ireland the government’s priority was reviewing the existing national anti-poverty strategy;
- Those countries in which there is an ongoing dialogue with NGOs/civil society groups, such as the Netherlands, also had a mechanism which could be used; the Netherlands acknowledges NGOs’ influence in its emphasis on targets;
- Those in which no structures exist for regular debates about overall policy priorities, such as the UK, were not able to involve groups as systematically or constructively. In some Member States with more devolved governance, however, lower level consultation may have been more satisfactory.

Sweden’s is the only NAP/incl to define the standard of living as including “taking conscious control over one’s life”—thus embedding participation and empowerment in its definition. In general, the promotion of participation and self-expression by people living in poverty and social exclusion is not systematically addressed, and the need to include children in this objective is not usually even acknowledged.
Chapter 6.

Conclusions and Way Forward

Principles of approach to child poverty and social exclusion

- Poverty and social exclusion should be re-examined through children’s eyes
  
The definitions and indicators of social exclusion currently used in major Eurostat documents have not been developed with a child-related perspective. Without ignoring the issue of children’s exclusion from the wider society, there are also specific issues around the exclusion of children from the experiences enjoyed by other children. Such a perspective would put more priority on, for example, the quality of children’s educational experiences and how much they can share with others.

- It is essential that policy on children is not simply subsumed within family or gender policy if child poverty and social exclusion are to be tackled effectively
  
Families –and women in particular– currently play the central role in caring for children, and there are obviously areas where interests coincide and where family or gender policy overlaps with policy on children. But this is not always the case, especially for children facing poverty and social exclusion. In cases involving separation and divorce, or child protection, children’s interests may be neglected if not given specific consideration. Children also have worlds and needs beyond the family, such as school; this is especially true for children living in institutions, homeless children, and unaccompanied children seeking asylum.

- The approach to child poverty and social exclusion should use children’s rights as a framework for analysis and action, including the right to participate
  
In line with the principles underpinning the 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, children should be seen as subjects and bearers of rights, and should be able to develop their capabilities to the fullest extent possible.
• Children should be involved in decision-making processes on issues which affect their lives; and participation exercises which involve children should make special efforts to reach out to those who are poor and excluded

The lack of “voice” is a core element of the powerlessness involved in living in poverty. It is often assumed that children facing poverty and social exclusion are unable or unwilling to participate, but the evidence suggests that this is largely false. Instead, awareness and understanding about the obstacles they face in making their views heard should be improved, and appropriate methodologies should be developed to respond to their needs;

• Child poverty and social exclusion should be given high visibility at EU and Member State level, and should be treated as a political priority in practice

Central goals should include increased investment in tackling child poverty and social exclusion, and a fairer distribution of resources between social groups. Policies which attempt to influence the behaviour of parents living in poverty by making their access to income or services conditional on fulfilling certain obligations (e.g. to take up employment) may damage children’s rights and should generally be reviewed. Gender may serve as a useful model for combining the disaggregation of information on child poverty and social exclusion with a model for “mainstreaming” a focus on children through a range of policies and strategies.

• Policy on children should focus on children’s quality of life and opportunities now, as well as on the longer-term effects of poverty and social exclusion on them as adults in the future and on society as a whole

Lack of attention to the immediate interests of children means that current disadvantage is often seen only in terms of its implications for integration into the adult world, rather than its impact on child rights in the present. If ensuring children’s access to rights in the present is also prioritised, there would be serious concern about adopting “trickle-down” policies, which only undertake to help people in poverty escape in the longer term. There would also be severe doubts about policies with short-term transitional costs in return for longer-term benefits, because such policies could damage children at particularly vulnerable stages of life, with any positive effects coming only at a later stage when it may be very difficult for children to catch up.

• The circumstances of children facing poverty and social exclusion are not homogenous, and discrimination against specific groups of children, as well as against children as a whole, should be strenuously tackled

Whilst it is often important to look at the child population as a whole, the impact of poverty and social exclusion on children is also mediated through factors such as age, race, gender and disability. Specific groups (such as asylum seekers, travellers, or homeless children) will also experience poverty and exclusion in different ways from others. Both data and policies must reflect those experiences. Discrimination experienced by children is a major factor in their social exclusion; Euronet has published a policy proposal which specifically addresses this issue.

• Effective responses to child poverty and social exclusion depend on comprehensive and wide-ranging strategies, including economic and social policies

Some of these (e.g. family policy, taxation, education, health and social services) directly address the needs of children. Others affect children more indirectly. These include economic policy, regional policy, employment strategies, human rights, citizenship and environmental policy. Member States should also review their consumer policy, and especially legislation on marketing and advertising, to ensure that it is in children’s best interests (Article 3 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child), and that children are not being targeted by advertisers in ways which are likely to foster social exclusion.

EU level: legal base

• Member States should agree the insertion of a new Article into the EU Treaties so that the Community can contribute to the promotion and protection of the rights and needs of children within existing legal competences of the EU Treaty, whilst respecting the lead role of the Member States

There is currently no clear legal base in the EU Treaties to ensure that children’s rights are fully respected in EU legislation, policy and programmes. The predominant emphasis within the Treaties on the “citizen-as-worker” means that the interests of children are not systematically taken into account in all relevant EU legislation, policy and programmes, and that EU institutions are not bound by the principles of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child which EU Member States have ratified. Euronet has set out elsewhere the case for a legal base to promote and protect children’s rights.

Member State level

• All Member States should conduct child poverty impact analysis of social and economic policies and of budgets at central, regional and local levels;

• All Member States should seek to ensure that the maximum resources available are invested in the promotion of children’s economic, social and cultural rights, as set out in Article 4 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child;

• There should be overall management and co-ordination of a strategy to tackle child poverty and social exclusion, based on cross-departmental working to agreed priorities, and with a specific unit/department having a leading role; and

• Appropriate mechanisms for delivery, monitoring and evaluation of the strategy should be developed.

Nice objectives and NAPs/incl

• An agenda on child poverty and social exclusion is gradually emerging at EU level - but the objectives agreed at Nice need further development to reflect children’s interests systematically throughout the NAPs/incl framework
At present, references to children are scattered throughout the recommend-
ed framework. Euronet is disappointed that most Member States have not
taken a strategic and integrated approach to child poverty and social exclu-
sion in their NAPs/incl. The European Commission should give further
guidance to Member States about how to incorporate a children’s per-
spective, as the NAPs/incl are developed in future. Member States them-
selves should ensure that they make children visible and mainstream
child poverty and social exclusion throughout their NAPs/incl, incorpo-
rating child rights as a shaping perspective.

Children living in poverty/social exclusion and the organisations repre-
senting their interests should be involved in monitoring, evaluating and
developing the NAPs/incl.

Indicators

- Indicators of poverty and social exclusion should be developed further
  at EU and Member State level to focus more clearly on the position of
  children, and children should be prioritised more clearly in the common
  indicators to be used to monitor progress of the NAPs/incl

The systematic collection and publication of information on child poverty and social exclusion is an essential prerequisite for developing effective policies to tackle these issues. Euronet welcomes the development by the EU of general indicators of poverty and social exclusion. It would emphasise the importance of up to date data in order to evaluate the effectiveness of current policies, with all Member States (and ideally also countries hoping to accede to the EU) participating in data gathering on a comparable basis. It would also recommend that existing data gathered via the European Community Household Panel survey should be exploited more systematically to reveal a more complete picture of the lives of children living in poverty and social exclusion.

However, Euronet also believes that the integration of a child perspective is crucial, at EU and Member State level. This means:

- “Equivalence scales” which weight the needs of different people within
  households should be under constant examination, to see whether they
  accurately reflect reality, and in particular the relative needs of children; it
  would be useful to publish calculations of the volume and distribution of child
  poverty using different equivalence scales;

- Disaggregation of data to show the position of children is crucial - data taking
  children as the unit are still not available easily for all countries; there should
  be a particular focus on measuring factors known to be important in children’s
  experience, such as poverty in young childhood, frequent moves of
  house and school, and mediating features for the individual, household and
  neighbourhood;

- Adoption of a children’s rights perspective would alter the emphasis of data
  collection (as well as policy measures) - for example, in education, away from
  increasing overall achievement levels towards ensuring every child’s right to
  maximise their potential and to enjoy a positive educational experience;

- There should also be in-depth participatory exploration of children’s own
  experiences of poverty and social exclusion, including their exclusion from the
  world of children, with a view to developing indicators which reflect this per-
  spective - but the lower standard of living of families with children as a whole
  should not be reflected in a lower standard for measuring child poverty;

- EU-SILC, the new survey of income and living conditions across Europe,
  should contain appropriate questions to allow more comprehensive analysis
  of children’s well-being in the future, with particular attention to issues rele-
  vant to children living in poverty/social exclusion.

Targets for tackling child poverty and
social exclusion

Euronet recommends the following ways of addressing the development of appro-
priate targets for tackling child poverty and social exclusion in the EU:

- All Member States should, on the basis of clear indicators, adopt targets
  for the elimination of child poverty in the next National Action Plans
  against poverty and social exclusion (NAPs/incl)

  Only the UK and Portugal currently have child poverty targets in their
  NAPs/incl (and the definitions they use are not transparent). Yet in most EU
  countries children run a higher risk of poverty than the population as a whole.
  Member States should develop an appropriate target for the elimination of
  child poverty (based on relative income measures) as part of their prepara-
  tion for the next NAPs/incl (2003-05). The European Commission should give
  guidance about this, and Member States should develop a timetable to moni-
  tor their own progress. A limited number of “headline” targets on other
  aspects of child poverty and social exclusion could also be developed.

- A short-term target is for all Member States to aim to match the per-
  formance of the average of the best 3 in relation to child poverty

  ‘Benchmarking’ of this kind would give more definitive guidance to Member
  States and would give an appropriately ambitious goal for those Member
  States with worse child poverty levels. (Those Member States with better
  records could set themselves more specific targets in relation to groups of
  children who are still disadvantaged.)

- Consideration should be given to setting an EU-wide target for the elim-
  ination/reduction of child poverty

  Such a target would give a clear message about the political priority put on
  eliminating/reducing child poverty. It would raise the status of tackling child
  poverty to match the importance of targets on employment, inflation and pub-
  lic expenditure. We recognise that to have nationally specific poverty lines
  and an EU-wide target may seem inappropriate, however, this could there-
  fore be seen as a longer-term aim. In principle, any target which does not
  involve the elimination of child poverty could be seen as insufficiently ambi-
  tious, or indeed unacceptable. Any targets must focus on causes rather than
  symptoms, and should be developed with the best interests of the child in
  mind, to avoid the temptation of taking “short cuts” to achieve a particular tar-
  get, which may be damaging to children’s wider interests.
Minimum standards

- In developing the National Action Plans against poverty and social exclusion in future, Member States should move towards the achievement of minimum standards for social provision, to tackle child poverty and social exclusion.

The NAPs/incl may be seen as a suitable vehicle for the joint development by Member States of more specific minimum standards of social provision in the future. Objective 1 sets out goals of giving access to rights of various kinds, which are broader than just income. Adopting a child rights perspective in relation to these goals, and developing them over the longer term in line with the standards set out in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, could result in all Member States being involved in a mutual endeavour to ensure that no child was denied their rights (to adequate resources, housing, health care, social security, education, play and leisure etc.).

Euronet commissioned two researchers, Sandy Ruxton and Fran Bennett, to prepare the current report. It is the culmination of a year long project ‘Combating Children and Young People’s Social Exclusion – The Development of a Coherent European Approach’ which was undertaken by Euronet (the European Children’s Network) during 2001 with financial support from the Directorate General Employment and Social Affairs of the European Commission. It complements two previous Euronet reports: A Children’s Policy for 21st Century Europe: First Steps (1999) and Challenging Discrimination against Children in the EU: A policy proposal by Euronet (2000).

Methodology

The researchers have drawn on the existing literature, responses to a questionnaire sent to European NGOs, a small number of interviews at European level, and accounts of recent participatory projects with children and young people.

Literature sources have included information and documentation from EU and Council of Europe institutions; reports by Euronet and other transnational networks (in particular the European Anti-Poverty Network, the European Observatory on the Family, and NGOs); Member States’ National Action Plans on social inclusion (NAPs/incl) and submissions and comment on these by NGOs; other international sources (e.g. UNICEF, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, the Children’s Rights Information Network); and reports from expert commentators.

The questionnaire was distributed by email to key contacts across the EU, including Euronet member organisations, NAPs/incl contacts of the European Anti-Poverty Network, and relevant academics, and replies were received from 12 of the 15 Member States. At the same time, a small number of interviews were conducted by the researchers with key contacts at European level, in order to explore the current direction of EU thinking and to help identify other relevant work in this area.

In order to integrate child participation in the report, the researchers drew upon existing work undertaken in this field. This included: consultations by Euronet for its previous “Challenging Discrimination” project; a transnational youth participation project undertaken by Euronet in cooperation with BICE (Bureau International Catholique de l’Enfance) in 2000 in five EU countries; conclusions from a large UNICEF survey (“Young Voices”); and specific country initiatives.

A regular newsletter was also published and circulated to interested parties to keep them informed about the development of the project, to pass on up-to-date information about EU activities, and to encourage the development of more solid networks and partnerships for future action.

“...enforced child poverty in rich countries undermines both equality of opportunity and commonality of values. It therefore confronts the industrialized world with a test both of its ideals and of its capacity to resolve many of its most intractable social problems.”
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Appendix II

Relevant Articles in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989

General principles

- Article 2 – All rights in the Convention apply equally to all children and young people;
- Article 3 – The best interests of children and young people must be a primary consideration in all actions concerning them;
- Article 4 – Governments must invest the maximum resources available to the promotion of children’s and young people’s economic, social and cultural rights; by contrast, the full implementation of participation rights is not to be determined by available resources;
- Article 6 – Every child or young person has the right to life; and governments shall ensure to the maximum extent possible children’s and young people’s survival and development;
- Article 12 – All children and young people who are capable of forming a view have the right to express and have these views given “due weight” in all matters concerning them.

Specific articles

- Article 16 – The principle that both parents have “common responsibilities” for the care and upbringing of children and young people; and governments shall provide “appropriate assistance” to ensure parents carry out these responsibilities;
- Article 17 – The right of young refugees to “appropriate protection and humanitarian assistance”;
- Article 18 – The right of children and young people to the “highest attainable standards of health”;
- Article 19 – Children’s rights to a standard of living adequate for their physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development;
- Article 20 – The right to education, including vocational education, on the basis of equality of opportunity;
- Article 21 – The right to play, rest and leisure, recreation and to participation in cultural activities and the arts.
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